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INTRO ION

The novels of Jane Austen were written primarily 
for women by a woman who chose a woman as the principal 
character in each novel0 Yet3 especially as the novels 
deal with courtship, the male characters s though secon
dary 9 are important in her works, but have not previously 
been investigated as a group or to ascertain Jane Austen's 
general concept of masculinity» Such a study would seem 
to be a useful undertaking« In order to examine these 
characters and Jane Austen's concepts of men, it is 
necessary to survey Jane Austen's own views of men in 
and out of her fiction and those that she attributes to 
her principal feminine characters0 The male characters 
themselves can be grouped in categories, and a study of 
the members of each category should be made to discover 
similarities and differences* The purpose is to deter
mine her concepts of male characters who have similar 
functions in the different novels and to find some 
literary and biographical sources for them* From this 
study it is hoped that some concept of Jane Austen's 
ideas about men will emerge*

1



I. THE EE1IHIEB YIEW OF 1EZ IE JiZl A U S T M ’S LIFE AHD
II HIE El ©USE .

A. laae Amstem’ s ©omeept ol Mem am& the Heaa
in Her Life

Jane Amsisem nndersteed well her limitations as a 
woman wniten® She did not attempt to portray men from 
the man’s viewpoint; she wrote only from the feminine 
viewpoint$ through the eyes of a womane It has heen
noted that she never depleted a man in her novels without

1 ' • a woman "being present in the se@ne0 The essential
quality of viewpoint in Jane Austen’s novels has heen
remarked with perspieaeity, for it is through the
heroine’s interior Judgmentss be they faulty or correct,
that the reader is able to see the action of each novel*
Indeed, it is largely from the viewpoint of the heroine
that the male characters are considered, analyzed, and
Judged* for this reason, a study of Jane Austen’s male
characters would be an interesting undertaking* It is

-v - 'Wo Herries Pollock, Jane Austen, Mer Contempor
aries and lerself (London, 18991, p* 24-* .

Slary Lascelles, Jane Austen and Her Art (London, 
1159) 9 pp* ~~ ”



n@eessaa?y in doing such a study to inspect Jane Austen's 
heroines and the ideas their ereator thought they should 
have about memo Since it seems logical that Jane Austen 
might have endowed her heroines with some of her own 
views concerning men, it is well to examine, first of 
all, her ideas about men as well as some facts about the 
men she knew in order to make comparisons between her 
own concepts and those of her heroines*

* lo

E?h@ study of Jane Austen9 s ideas and the people 
she knew leads to the realization that her world was 
narrow from the viewpoint of the twentieth century or even 
from that of her city-dwelling contemporaries* Yet, living 
in the country enabled her to observe closely the landscape 
and people around her, concentrating her interests and 
affections upon them* fhe lives of the English country 
gentry in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth cen
turies were quiet; they visited each other frequently, 
thus making hospitality am important part of their lives, 
and long visits were obligatory because of poor trans
portation* Jane Austen, whose family was harmonious and 
close in affection, visited her brothers' homes and those 
of other relatives and friends* In later years, after 
she was twenty-five, she moved from her native village of



' ■■■ ■ ' ■' : , , 4 
Steveatoa and lived for short periods in London, Lymes
and lath (the latter two towns "became settings for her 
novels)s finally settling in ©hasten$ where the principal 
part of her writing and rewriting was dones and resuming 
English village living0 Hers was probably a common, un
eventful kind of life, typical of a member of the lower 
levels of the gentry like the Austens

Generally the members of lane Austen's class of 
the gentry were not wealthy enough to spend a season in 
London, making home entertainment in the country villages 
the rule* They gave balls, and Jane Austen frequently 
attended those in her localitys where she enjoyed 
popularity as a belled Descriptions of her as a young 
girl vary, but mostly it is agreed that she was tall and 
slender with dark hair and hazel eyes— attractive without 
being unusually pretty* Ersa Hitford, the mother of Hary
Bussell Hitford, adds that Jane Austen was "the prettiest,

■ ■ ■ 4silliest, most affected, husband-hunting butterfly*"

z . :Original biographical information concerning Jane 
Austen is limited to A Memoir of Jane Austen by J0B» 
Austen-Leigh (London, 1901), written by her nephew; Jane 
Austen  ̂Her Life and Letters by William and Bichard 
Amst en-LeTghT^London her grand nephew and great
grand nephew; and Jane Austen" s Letters  ̂ edited by BoW0 
©hapman (London, l^Sj* Many of her letters were de
stroyed by Cassandra Austen, leaving the less personal 
ones extant * The blographicai inforiaation in this thesis 
is from these sourcese

%<,10 Hitton, Jane Austen and Her Times (Hew York, 
19#) 9 P. 128*  ̂ _



$im@@ Mrso Ki1sf©3?<l did mot; knew dame Amstem after she was 
a small girl, the aecuraey ©f the statement is question- 
able, hut eVidemee points to the fact that Jane Austen
was as interested in young men as were most girls of her
. . 5 ' ■ , '■ - • . .... ■ . 'time* - ; . ;v . • . . ; . ,

: As a person she was not stiff and retiring, as
might he suspected, hut rather she was gay and lively, 
especially among her family and intimate friends* Being 
a person of simplicity, openness, and lack of pretense, 
she prized the same qualities in others and endeared her
self to her intimates;hy her immense interest in people, 
her understanding and sympathy, traits'which are re
flected in her capacity to portray fictional characters 
with skillo She trait most clearly seen in her writing 
is her remarkable sense of humor, her ability to see the 
incongruous and amusing in people and events0 Her view 
was not cynical— life had not given her cause for 
cynicism— but it was a kindly amusement which per
ceptively ridiculed the inconsistencies that she sawo 

While her traits have been carefully stated by 
her biographers, Jane Austen6 s personal attitude toward

and HoAo Amstem-Leigh,' Jane Austen, Her life 
and letters (london, 1915), p<, 84-=

c . " '. J oBo Am st en-leigh, A Memoir of Jane Austen 
(london, 19®1), pp0 if-®?)



men as suitors and partners for mild flirtations is net 
as clearly known from "biographical sources as could "be 
desired for a fuller picture of her attitudes toward men9 
since many letters containing her opinions and feelings 
on these matters were destroyed "by her sister$ ©assandra0 
Howevers evidence exists to indicate.that she was very 
interested in several young men0 Although there were not 
many eligible young men in #tevemtpn9 Jane Austen managed
to have her share of. admirers and partners at balls given

; . - , . . 7in homes of the local gentry6 But her sense of class
proprietys while allowing her to dance often with James
ligweedj the son of tenant farmers of St event on Manor 9
undoubtedly would not permit her to consider him as a

g
proper suitor6 ©ne of Jane Austen8s socially acceptable
admirers was Mr* Ihomas lefroy9 of whom she at twenty-one
wrote to her older sister ©assamdrag

You scold me so much in the nice long letter 
which I have received from yom9 that I. am al
most afraid to tell you how my Irish friend and 
I behaved* Imagine to yourself everything most 
profligate and shocking in the way of dancing 
and sitting down together* I can expose myself9 
however9 only once more, because he leaves the

T^bert Wo ©hapman9 fane Austen8 s Betters9 2nd 
edo (Bondon, lffi)9 pp* 29 119 and mauy^dther references

OE0 Brimley Johnson, Jane Austen (Bondon9 195©) 9 
P* 42 O  ■ ;



eemrbi'gr soon after next Friday, on whioh day we 
are to have a danee at Ashe after alio He is a 
very gentlemanlike, goodloeking, pleasant young 
man, I assure you0f

There is mention of at least one other admirer who was
10of little eonse^menee to her, hut it is not known

whether Jane Amsten ever found her hero, as did all her
fietional heroines* Some evidence exists, from an account
passed down hy word of mouth.from ©asSandra, that Jane
Austen was in love with a man whom she met at a seaside
resort the summer she was twenty-six, "but the tale claims
that the young man died "before he could make a proposal of 

11marriageo In the following year, Hr* Harris ligg-Wither
asked for her hand, and she accepted his proposal, but re
versed her decision the next morning, despite the many 
advantages of the marriage, because she was not in love 
with him* She was a good friend -of his sisters, and 
financially she would have gained security by the
marriagee Speculation exists that her refusal might have

- 2.2been based on her presumed romance of the previous year* 
There is no other information concerning Jane

Q ■ - •©hapman. L e t t e r s pp» .1-1®
1© ' ' • ■ ' - •’ = Austen-beigh, Life and Letters, pp® 8S-S©<



Austen8 s nomantie life, although the above, as well as 
the smhgeot matter of the novels, is evidence that she 
had the usual interest in romance and marriage for women 
of her time* This interest might well "be considerable, 
for there was no choice for a woman of her position but 
marriage or bleak spinsterhood in her parents8 home*
She once said, 11 Single Women have a dreadful propensity 
for being p o o r * Y e t  her rejection of the wealthy Hr* 
Bigg-Wither, as well as the actions in her novels, make 
clear that to Jane Austen position and money were not 
sufficient; she, like her heroines, would not marry 
without love* In 1814 she wrote to her niece, Fanny 
Knight, concerning her romantic problems and delineated 
the Austenian conception of an ideal man*

There are such beings in the World perhaps, 
one in a Thousand, as the Oreature You and I 
should think perfection, Where BraceSpirit  
are united to Worth, where the Manners are 
equal to the Heart & Understanding, but such a 
person may not come in your way, or if he does, 
he may not be the eldest son of a Man of For
tune, the Brother of your particular friend,
& belonging to your own Countyo^-^

Thus Jane - Austen held high standards for the character
of the man she might have married, but she was realistic
enough to realize that financial circumstances might not
permit a marriage even if the ideal man appeared*

]%Chapman, Letters, p* 48$*
14^. , , ™



As ©ip©sei. to the eases of men who were possible 
smitors9 much is known of Jane Austen6s attitudes toward
the men in her own family, her father and her brothers»

' _Jane Austen re speeted her father and was devoted to him a
fhe Reverend Seorge Austen was a mam' who eneomraged 
affection by his love for his family and by his pleasant 
personalityo Being-related to the wealthy Ehight family? 
who oi?ned the village of St event on and were often absent 
from it, G-eorge Amsten received the respect reserved for 
the Knights0 "In the language of their day and genera
tion the Austens were, and felt themselves to be, superior 

' 15 • ■ ■folko" George Austen's superiority was evidenced by his 
fine education, which caused him to spend the time re
maining from his parish duties in study of the classics 
and teaching of his sons and those of wealthy familieso 
His refined manners and dignified air, however, did not 
prevent him from enjoying charades and private theatricals
in his home, and one of the plays written by his daughter

16was amusingly dedicated to him0 Unlike Mr® Bennet, Sir 
fhomas Bertram, and other fathers in the novels, George 
Austen interested himself in his children6s affairs, as

Johnson, p* 8 0
161 Austen-lieigh, life and letters, pe 55»



may "be )i,em«3B.si$,ated fey M s  writing to a London publisher 
in 179? to inquire about the publioation of First 
Impressions (perhaps the early version of Pride and

I shall fee mueh obliged, therefore, if you 
will inform me whether you ohoose to fee con
cerned in it, what will fee the expense of pub
lishing it at the author's risk, and what you 
will venture to advance for the property of it, 
if on perusal it is approved of

$h@ risk of the author he mentioned was his own risko
All accounts indicate that he took a lively interest in
all his children as exemplified in a letter to his son,
Francis, "I have nothing more to add but my blessing and
best prayers for your health and prosperity, and to beg
you would never forget you have not upon earth a more
disinterested friend than your truly affectionate

ISfather,11 and when he died, Jane Austen summed up her
feelings for him to her brother, "His tenderness as a

19Father, who can do justice to?" v : \
■ Aside from her father, undoubtedly the most

influential men in <Jane Austen's life were her five 
brothers with, ultimately, "their large families since:

"^Adsten-Leigh, Life and Letters, pp0 9?-9So 
1SIbido, po

©hapman, Letters, pc 146c



11
f e w  of the five "brothers married twice0. Jamess ten 
years older than Jane Am stem, beeame a ©lergyman, sme- 
©eeded his father as renter in Stewemtom, and pmrsmed a 
seholarly life with an ihterest in literatmre and ©ml- 
tmral matters mm©h::as his father hadc His son cldimed 
that in relation to Jane Amsteh, James '’had, I believe,
a large share in directing her reading and forming her

■. 2 0  ■ • " '■ taste*” References in Jane Amstan's letters indicate
James” sense of responsibility in giving aid to his
family* Qmiet and serioms, he must have enjoyed life,
for his sister wrote in 179©$ indicating something of her
attitmde toward him, ’’Our party to Ashe tomorrow night
will consist of Edward ©ooper, James (for a ball is
nothing without M m ) , luller who is now staying with us,

' 21 ■' . ■ - : ' : - " and I*”
’ fhe second brother, Edward, was a likeable, lively 

individual legally adopted by the wealthy but childless 
Knight family, whose name he took* After the ©rand four 
(instead of Oxford) he returned to begin the life of a 
country gentleman, but his great material fortune instead 
of separating him from his family (as such an adoption 
separated Frank Shurehill from his father. Hr* Weston, in

2©■ ' " , ■ Austen-Eelgh, Memoir, p* 12*
' 21' ' •Ohapman, betters, p* 5*



Emma) caused him to grow closer to it and to find 
pleasure in assisting the Austens financially® One gift 
occasioned an impulsive outburst from his sister, sug
gesting her feelings about him: "I have this moment

- osreceived $  from kind, beautiful E d w a r d ® J a n e  Austen 
often spent long periods of time at Edward’s home and 
made trips to London with his family, perhaps giving her 
basis for some of her settings in country great houses 
and some references to London life® A competent business
man, Edward Austen Knight was able to make his fortune 
increase and his land holdings prosper® A devoted father, 
he was saddened when his wife died at the birth of their 
eleventh child; unlike his brothers he did not marry 
again, making his capable oldest daughter the manager of 
his household®

While "kind, beautiful,11 fortunate, and apparently 
industrious Edward did very well financially, it was 
Francis Austen who attained the highest public honors 
among the brothers by becoming a Senior Admiral of the 
Fleet, and being knighted for his service® He had gone 
to the Royal Naval Academy at twelve, soon gained the no
tice of his superiors, and obtained promotions quickly, 
being recognised as an outstanding officer® His determina
tion and seriousness as a child were later reflected in his

opShapman, Letters® p® 321®



strict discipline ef kis men® luring M s  long voyages 
Jane Amsten was most interested in M s  whereabouts and 
kept in constant correspondence with M m »  As were all 
of the members of the family? she was proud of his suc
cess in his career* ©nee she wrote of a book on Eel son
which she did not wish to read, "I will read this, how-

23ever, if Frank is mentioned in it0w Francis11 achieve
ments somewhat overshadowed those of ©harles Austen, the
youngest of the family and considered M s  sisters1 "own

- 14particular little brother*" A man with an especially 
pleasing personality and sunny disposition, he followed 
his brother Francis into the British Wavy and also became 
an Admiral of the Fleet* Jane Austen corresponded with 
him regularly, keeping him informed on family concerns 
and local gossip*

Jane Austen's favorite brother was Eemry, the 
least successful of the five Austen brothers* As a 
personality he was witty, amusing, arid clever; as a 
career man he was changeable, unambitious, and un
certain 0 He was successively a member of the ©xford 
militia., a banker who went bankrupt:, and a clergyman*
Ihe lack of purpose which he exhibited did not deter

. .^©hapman,'hetters, pp@ 34#-346* ■ ' \
" Amsten-leigh, hife and letters, p* f©0 :



; : • ' 14 '
people ? especially Mis sisteaf Jajie, from toeing extremely 
partial to him0 Stoe worried over him and mentioned him 
most frequently of all the "brothers in her letters0 A 
tall 9 handsome man 9 he was a gay and ©harming conversation
alist and possessed a fine sense of hmmor0 ©f him Jane 
Austen wrote-9 NHis [letter} to me was most affectionate 
& kind9 as well as entertaining;— there is no merit to

V  gc '
him in that9 he cannot help toeing amusing,," Henry 
Austen took care of his sister1s transactions with puto-, 
Ushers 9 including the famous John Murray* Although Jane 
Austen had "been carefully guarding her anonymity, her 
"brother was so proud of her writing that he revealed her 
as the author of Pride and Prejudice„ She at once forgave 
him his rashness even though she regretted toeing 
recognised as an author9 hardly a respectable activity 
for a genteel lady* Henry’s enthusiasm for Jane Austen’s 
work led him to publish iorthanger Abbey and Persuasion 
after her death*

. ' ■ .

Ihe world of Jane Austen9 small as it was5 con
tained &'■ number of men who made her view of them most 
favorable and definite* ihe respect and love she had

^^©hapmam* letters* p* 152*



for her father and "brothers oannot he donhted; the yomng 
men who were her friends and her suitors were a source of 
pleasure to her<, Because she had high standards in re
gard to the man she would marry, and because there was 
a limited number of eligible young men in her oir&le,
Jane Austen found herself a spinster; and any stereotype 
of her as a possibly man-hating “most perpendicular,
precise, taciturn piece of single blessedness that ever 

26existed," as she was once called by a lady who dis
liked her, is inaccurate@ Jane Austen’s positive out
look toward the men she knew belies any possibilities 
of her bitterness toward men in general<, Nowhere may 
her favorable viewpoint be more clearly seen than in the 
portrayal of the male characters in her novels« It may 
be said justly that her depletion of them is affection
ate in its regard of their merits and their defects, a 
reflection of her own esteem of the men she knew*

^%'Iitton, p 0 1280



Bo Her Heroines5 Iheir 0oneepts of Men, 
and the Men in Iheir Lives

Charlotte Bronte said, "There is a Chinese
]_fidelity, a miniature delicacy" in Jane Austen’s work.

It was Jane Austen herself who said of her work that it
was done on a "little hit (two Inches wide) of Ivory on

Ewhich I work with so fine a Brusha" Indeed her limita
tion in her novels to the country-dwelling gentry of the 
upper middle class is hased upon her own knowledgea "Ihe 
’gentry’ o 0 0 holding to the aristocracy as well as to 
the middle class, and forming a link between them, is not
only the class which Jane Austen knows best, it is also

3the only class that she wishes to knowa" Much has been
written of the "limits she deliberately chose to work 

4within" ; it is agreed that her limitations were by 
©hoiceo Jane Austen wrote of the ©lass of people she 
knew and of circumstances with which she was familiar; 
indeed her male characters are with few exceptions

"•..'■...  i   r' ,Element Shorter^ $he Brontes, Life and Letters 
(London,. 1#$) , II, p 0 IS^T" ; —  —
' "ihapman,’.Letters,. po 469»

^Leenie Villard, Jane Austen, A French : 
Appreciation (Hew York, llWj.^p, E@4«,: ' ' . . - .

^Walter Allen, Ihe English Hovel (Hew York, 1954), 
pd xxiiio ’ ■
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members of that elass0 6onseq.uentlyg it may be iri
te re sting to ©mamime her heroines to see if they reflect 
her ©lass views and her ideas of mem» $his disenssion 
will be eoneermed with the heroine of eaeh novel as well 
as the secondary heroines who appear in two of the novelso 

©f Elizabeth Bemmet, Jane Amsten said9 ‘’I must 
confess that I think her as delightful a creature as ever 
appeared in print, and how I shall be able to tolerate 
those who do not like her at least I do not know0 M The 
heroine of Pride and Prejudice is a sharply observant, 
spirited, and witty young girl<» $he second of five 
sisters, she is much attached to her good and" tranquil 
oldest sister, Jane, and most realistic eonceming the 
folly Of the three younger girls0 Having a silly mother 
and a sarcastic, humorous father, Elizabeth is noted by 
her father as having M something more of [intelleetual] 
quickness than her sisterso1’̂  She is described as having
"a lively, playful disposition, which delighted in any-

■ rjthing ridiculous^”' Her realistic, critical view of 
people coupled with her wit and sense of humor remind

%hapmam, betters, p c 297=
gJane Austen, Pride and Prejudice, fhe ©omplete 

Hovels of Jane Austen Tttodern Library EditionJ, p 0 2320 
All citations of the novels are from this edition©

•. ^Ibido, p© 236©



many readers of her author's character*,. 1 "Jane amd 
Elizabeth Bemet are not ©assandra amd Jane Austen.; but 
imtermal amd external evidence agrees that Elizabeth 
displays more of her author' s o m  mentality and dis™

.. . . .  gposition than any other personage in the novels** More
over, "she can, in fact, embody her personal values in 
her heroine and be delighted with the result

fhe qualities of blindness to another's virtues 
and of pride which eliminates rational views are neces
sary to embroil Elizabeth in the plot and are added by 
Jane Austen to her own general pattern* Elizabeth soon 
becomes prejudiced against Sarey because of his aloof, 
proud manner and especially because of his remark con
cerning her, that "she is tolerable, but not handsome

1®enough to tempt me*" It is Elizabeth's own pride which 
is hurt* As she admits, "I could easily forgive his pride, 
if he had not mortified mine*"

Besides the matter of pride, there is a difference 
in rank and fortune to keep larcy and Elizabeth apart, for

: « ”  . ' ' vErnest Baker, The Blstory of the English lovel 
(Bondon, lf35)s VI, 83*

^Marvin Hudriek, lane Austen (Princeton, 1#32),
P* 12©* ■ •

^®Pride and Prejudice  ̂p* 236*
U Ibld*, o* 241 @



' . . . 19
he is vastly weal thy ̂ and. she is the daughter © f a
gentleman with little money and am entailed estate which 
his danghtens eanmot inherit 0 However much money and 
rank are involved9 it is clear that Elizabeth3 her 
father9 and sister Jane are all determined that marriage 
should be primarily for love0 the shock Elizabeth ex
periences when ©harlotte Emeas becomes engaged to Mrc 
©ollins only in order to be married and have respectabi
lity shows Elizabeth0 s views on the subjecte Moreover? 
Elizabeth*s refusal of the proposals of Mr0 So11ins and 
Darcy clearly indicates her decided opinion0 When she 
finally does accept Darcy's second proposal of marriage 
because she has truly come to love him, both Mr0 Sennet 
and Jane are anmieus over her feelings for her fiance0 
Ihey do not want her to marry someone she does not care 
fore, Jane is quick to say3 “And do you really love him 
quite well enough? Oh, Dizzy I do anything rather than 
marry without af£e©ti©m0 Are you quite sure that you feel

ipwhat you ought to dot" ' And her father says9 “But let 
me advise you to think better of it0 I know your dis
position, Dizzyo I know that you could be neither happy 
nor respectable unless you truly esteemed your husband.

TP .Pride and Prejudice„ p. 496. 
lgIbido, p. 458-0



'When ElizabeMi has soBvinsed them of her real affeotioa 
for Baroy, they are pleased to approve the matoho ' 

Elizabeth's interest im mem inelmdes George 
Wlokham, the villaim of the novel0 Ihe ©harming, 
sooiable, and handsome Wiekham by his attentions to 
Elizabeth and his ©onfidenoes to her brings her ©omment 
abomt him, "He /is, beyond all comparison, the most 
agreeable man I ever sam»" She enjoys his conversa
tion, pleasantries, dancing and is mnch attracted to 
him* Yet she is never seriomsly interested in him and 
does not feel nnhappy when he tnrns his attentions to a 
wealthy young girl, nor is she hurt when she 1 earns the 
truth about his character| rather she is horrified to 
learn from Wickham of Darcy9 s terrible behavior to him, 
and she is even more horrified to discover that Wickham 
was lying6 In a moment of self-revelation she is prompted 
to say, "Had 1 been in love, I could not have been more 
wretchedly blind0 ' But vanity, not love, has been my 
follyo Eleased with the preference of one, and offended 
by the neglect of the other, on the beginning of our 
acquaintance, I have courted prepossession and ignorance, 
and driven reason away, where either were concerned^

14Pride and Prejudice, p® -1



Jlizabetk” s 2?eae"bi©a to the ©Til do lags of Wiehham is 
hoaaoa and shock mot only "because of his dastamdly deeds, 
"but "because of the tamth which is thereby revealed about 
the maligned Darcy* hater her alarm over Wickham's 
elopement with her sister Lydia is for Lydia alone; she 
accepts Wickham's actions as being all too much in 
character* "They are gone off together from Brighton*
You know him too well to doubt the rest* She has no 
money, no connections, nothing that can tempt him to—  
she is lost forever*

Two other men who interest Elizabeth in entirely 
different ways are ©harles Bingley, her sister's suitor, 
and Colonel Bitzwilliam, a cousin of Darcy* Elizabeth 
finds Bingley an altogether fine match for her sister, 
largely for his calm, unsuspecting, good nature, which 
is so similar to Jane's* Colonel Eitswilliam has 
agreeable manners and openly admires Elizabeth* However, 
she is so absorbed in studying Darcy that she does not 
think about Colonel litzwilliam until he pointedly con
verses with her*;

"Younger sons cannot marry where they like*" 
"Unless■where they like women of fortune, which 1 

think they very often do*"
"Cur habits of expense make us too dependent, and 

there are not many in my rank of life who can afford 
to marry without some attention to money*"



11 Is t M s $"thouglit lliaaT3@"bh5"meaBt for me?”and 
she eoleuned at the ideas17

Thus he indicates that the problem of money must inter
fere with his interest in her« of which she suddenly 
becomes aware*

Elisabeth6s view of her father is respectful and 
affectionate5 and she enjoys the witty9 sarcastic remartes 
he makes, for she looks at amusing things in the same way©' 
©m the occasion ©f Hr* ©ollins8 proposal to her, she is 
amused by her father0 s statement, HZrom this day you must 
be a stranger to one of your parents* Your mother will
never see you again if you do net marry Mr* Collins, and

IS1 will never see you again if you do *" However, she 
sees clearly his faults* "Elisabeth, however, had never 
been blind to the impropriety of her father’s behaviour 
as a husband* She had always seen it with pain* She 
knows that his amusement at :the expense of her mother and 
sisters is wrong, but she loves him for his affection for 
her and his scholarly interests*

In contrast to her father is Elizabeth’s sensible . 
uncle, Mr* ©ardiner, who is all she would wish her father 
to be* When Earoy and her uncle met, "she listened most

^Pride and Prejudice, p* 341*
18^.,



attentively t© all that passed 'between them3 and gloried
in evezy expression9 every sentence of her "uncle 9 which
marked his intelligence, his taste9 or his good manners<,"
©f her neighbor. Sir Wi H i  am hm® as, Elizabeth can only be
tolerant and amnsedo The self-impressed, silly knight is

. 21good natared bmt empty headed* '■ It is the pompous clergy
man , Mr0 ©ollins, who ammses her the mosto She regards
him not as a clergyman, but as a person, ©oneeited and

■ op 1 ' ' ’ »' ■ ' % \ ; ' . " 1 ; . 'unnecessarily ©bseguiousc,
Elizabeth lennet seems to have.her author”s most 

complete approval here in her attitude toward.men, her 
only minor errors being her temporary blindness toward 
Darcy, her gullibility concerning Wickham, and her
naivete in relation to ©olomel Eitzwilliamo It is a more
critical viewpoint and presented to the reader with fuller 
approval by Jane Austen than is the perhaps excessively 
passive attitude of her sister Jane, "gentle, sweet, for- 
bearing, in©apable of vindietiveness, incapable aim©st of 
believing ill of anyone^”” As such, and as secondary 
heroine $ Jane”s view of all men is always a sensible but

2QPride and Prejudice, p» 3820 
; i:Ll M d 4, PPO. 322-31fo '
^IbidoV ppo 271-173 6 
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imeritiaal ©Be unlike the view Jane Austen reveals in 
her letters ani. in. the heroines she presents with most 
approvalo Jane Austen"s approval of Elizabeth Bennet 
,appears not only in the light in whieh Elisaheth Bennet 
is presented hut also as noted above in dane Austen1s

' ' ' giLreiterated approval of and delight in her*
Sense and Sensibility has two heroines$ the 

principal heroine3 Elinor Bashwood9 and the secondary 
heroine9 her sister Marianne* ©f the two girls Elinor 
might be said to represent' sense9 for she has good judg
ment 9 advises her widowed mother9 and bears responsibi
lity well| yet she has a generous touch of sensibility^ 
in addition* “Her disposition was affectionate 9 and her 
feelings were strong: but she knew how to govern them
Like her creator9 Elinor can see the ridiculous in life 
and does not hesitate to make remarks about it* When 
Marianne is carried away with sentiment over the pic
turesque qualities of their former home 9 Elinor comments 9 
”Bear9 dear Borland * * * probably looks much as it always 
does at this time of year— the Woods and walks thickly 
covered with dead leaves*

©hapman. Letters, p* 297* See I, B, pQ 16„



llinoz’ Jaas "but ©me smitojE*, Edward Ferrars 3 • wh© 
gives her ameh eamse f©r emohiemal dis"bmrbameeo He is 
grave im her presemee9 which she exemses^ he is emgaged 
to someome else, hut she does mot douht his love for her;
. later she "believes him married to his fiaaeee, a fact she 
stoically accepts,, Her sister's romamtie disaster and 
the eomfidemces of Edward's.fiancee added to.Elinor's 
other trials seem to make her self—eomtrol almost un- 
helievable* However, whem she discovers that Edward 
did not marry and is, im fact, honorably released from 
the engagement, leaving him free to marry her, Elinor 
reacts very normally "by hmrstimg into tears<, She is 
loyal to him thronghomt the novel and marries him gladly 
despite his lack of large fortune<> He is the only 
clergyman she knows, althomgh she does not know he plans 
to he ordained mntil after she has come to care for hiiu 
It may reasonahly "be said that she esteems him as a 
person and is in accord with, his plans to "become a member 
of the clergyo .

Elinor's reaction to her half-brother, John, is 
one of shame for his eomtimmoms interest in money0 He is 
parsimonious in aiding his step-mother and half-sisters, 
and he is overly impressed with the wealth of ©therso^



It Is easy for her to react to him as a person "by 
noticing his selfishness and lack of feeling toward her 
family9 since she was not raised with him and hardly 
knows himo This perhaps is Jane Austen0 s excuse for 
creating a step-hrother so unlike her own brothers* 
Elinor is equally clear-sighted in judging the ridicu
lous Mro Palmer9 who she decides is "very capable of 
being a pleasant companion 3 and only "prevented from 
being so. always3 by too great an aptitude, to fancy him-

* . ' orself as much superior to people in general011
©f her sister’s two admirers? John Willoughby 

and ©olonel Brandon9 Elinor thinks highly^ When she 
learns of Willoughby’s evil deedss she condemns hims but 
when he confesses his motives to her and tells of his

, . 2Q ■remorse9 she forgives him® ©olonel Brandons who sadly 
watches Marianne’ s romance with Willoughby3 remains - ' 
steadfastly willing to aid the lashwoods in any way® 
Since he is one of the few sensible, people she knows $ 
Elinor enjoys his. company and says he "is a sensible 
man; and sense will always have attractions for me®"^® 
Elinor is amused by Eobert Eerrars, Edward’s brother9 :

go •" Sense and Sensibility, p® 181®
2® I M d ®.9 pp® 199-2©©
9@IMd® 9 p® 30®



who is ©©neeiije&s arrogant^ aad ©omplaeento She re
gards Sir Johm Middlehon as 11 godd-humoured and friendly” 
although his tactless teasing is often hard to endureo 

Marianne, who found it "impossible for her to 
say what she did not feel, however trivial the occasion, 
is a heroine who represents sensibility a Her reactions to 
the men she knows are sometimes,similar to those of 
Elinor and sometimes unknownto the reader, except in 
regard to Elinor? s suitors and her own6 Marianne loves 
Edward Zerrars as a brother and can think only good of 
him6 Elinor hesitates to tell her sister of Edward's 
engagement as she fears, it "Would'ruin him for. ever in 
her good ©pinion® ■ ^ © £ ' Willoughby, Marianne can believe
mo wrong until the stunning letter he sends her, coldly 
telling her of his forthcoming marriage to a wealthy 
woman® From then on she succumbs to her excessive 
feelings and allows her misery to continue unabated®
She remains deeply attached to Willoughby until her 
almost fatal illness makes her realize the folly of too 
much sensibility® It is then that she turns to the 
faithful iolonel Brandon "whom, two. years before, she

^ Sense and Sensibility, u® 149® ■
52I M d 0v p ®  7 3 o  .

:5%bid® .



had considered too old to he m a r r i e d , T h e  early 
Marianne never considers money in her romantic ideas of 
love, nor is she concerned with character, for the 
scoundrel Willoughby is charming to her and therefore 
altogether acceptable. Her later attachment is based 
on the more stable foundation of respect for her husband,

"My Elinor, as Jane Austen called her, seems 
to merit her author’s approval for her accurate percep
tion of the characters of the people she knows and for 
her humorous view of some fashionable ideas of the time. 
Jet Elinor’s almost superhuman control of her emotions 
and her amazing trust in Edward suggest a significantly 
more restrained person than Jane Austen herself may have 
been, considering such already discussed events in her 
life as her impulsive acceptance and then rejection of 
Mr, ligg-Wither’a proposal, her enthusiasm for balls, 
and her spontaneous outburst over Edward’s gift to her. 
However, if Jane Austen would not concord with Elinor’s 
great restraint herself, she found it not so alien as to 
prevent her from attributing it, for the sake of plot, to 
Elinor, whose wit and sharp sightedness seem much like 
Jane Austen’s own qualities, Qn the contrary, Marianne

^ Sense and Sensibility, p, 22?,
^©hapman, Letters, p, 175»



is the opposite of Jane Austen in her regard of mem a She 
has too much sensibility s but she learns and grows to have 
sense». . .

Horthanger Abbey is khowm to be Jane Austen's 
. parody of the Sothie novel0 Her satire and,comedy are 
■ most obvious and are without the subtlety that character
ises her usual wit» The heroine, Catherine Mori and, is 
portrayed as a sweet? ingenuous girl of seventeen who is 
easily, impressed'and swayed by all whom she meets«. None
theless , §atherin@ with all her good motives gradually 
learns to exercise some judgment through the lessons of 
experience and the guidance of the her©, Henry Tilney0 
Catherine is not witty and does not see the ridiculous 
in lif©o Her innocence simply does not permit her to 
comprehend people with bad motives, as Henry points out*

Henry smiled, and said, "How very little trouble 
it ©am give you to understand the motive of other 
people's actions^"

"Why, what dp you mean?"
"With you it is hot, How is such a one likely to • 

be influenced? What is the inducement most likely 
to act upon such a person's feelings, age, situa
tion, and probable habits of life considered? But, 
How should I be influenced; and what would be my 
■ inducement Tn acting so and so?"

"I do not understand you#"
"Then we are on very uneoual terms, for I understand you perfectly well<>"5/;
As Jane Austen wrote in this novel, "A woman,



especially $ if she have the mi sfoztmiie of kmommg amy- 
thimg, shomld eoaeeal it -as well as she oamo"^
©atherine not only knows little "but does not have 
smffieient capacity to know or understand a great deal* 
Her mother says to her, "Tom always were a sad little 
shatter-brained c r e a t u r e H o t  entirely is she the 
complete romantic3 the mock heroine through whom Jane 
Austen parodies the heroines of other novelists^ for 
Satherine has good principles and a bit of sense0 
Gradually she comes to recognise falseness in the people 
she has accepted and trusted,. Hers is the story of the 
innocent young girl away from home for the first: time 
who gains a measure, of s©phistieatiom0

Catherine8 s attitudes toward men are all positive» 
lot only is she in love with Henry 3ilney, but also she 
is very dependent on him for many of her views of people 
and situationso She is hot interested in the fortune of 
her admirers9 although Henry has a comfortable income* 
Since he is a clergyman $ it is assumed that she approves 
of his occupation^ but as little is said of his work, it 
must be believed that she thinks of him as an individual* 

Her family life has been ideal 5 and she loves her

orthanger Abbey, p* 1124-*
Ibid*, Po 1197<



father, who is never presented in the novel„ Her 
brother James, who eomes to lath, serves to remind her 
of the ©lose family tieso She is extremely attaehed to 
him and anxiomsly ©on©erned for his welfare0 Among the 
other men Catherine knows are Hr0 Allen, a sensible man,- 
who is a minor ©haraster* She looks to him for adviee 
as she would her father* Catherine hardly meets Henry1s 
brother, ©aptain Irederiek filney, and therefore has no 
real opinion of him* The two characters who might be 
termed villaimems, Beneral lilney and John Thorpe, are 
both liked by Catherine at first, sinee she believes she 
should* fhere is, however, something in deneral filney1s 
manner which makes her fear him and something in that of 
John Thorpe which makes him seem not "altogether com-,

2l@pletely agreeable*11 ■ ■ • .■ ,; . ' -
Catherine's lack-of experience and relmetanee to 

judge people make her omtlook quite different from that 
of her author * Her view of men is naive and uncritical | 
later her ideas more nearly coincide with those of Jane 
Austen, but they are shaped by Henry and involve little 
thought by Catherine*

Jane Austen said of heroines that “pictures of 
perfection as you know make me sick & wickedo" The

Ho rt hanger Abbey * p* 1097*
ATChapman, Letters* pp* 486-487=



heroine of Mansfield Park is in many mays a picture of 
the perfecto She is a timids g_niet9 introspective girl 
who is gratefnl.to her rich uncle and aunt for taking 
her into their home and giving her the advantages of 
education and cmltmreo frented as an inferior by the 
Bertram family9 except ldmmsd9'Zanny grows mp accepting 
his taste as her own and strengthening her already stamneh 
principles with hiso It is small wonder that she falls in 
love with hims albeit hopelessly until the end of the 
booko Althomgh he becomes a clergyman9 she thinks of him 
as an individual? the one who is the source of her 
happimesso ^Edmund had been her champion and her friendf 
he had supported her cause or explained her: meaning| he
had told her not to cry9 or had given her some proof of

• /:1 #affection which made her tears delightfulow
While Fanny1s opinions are strong9 her timidity9 

which is induced by her position in the Bertram family9 
causes her.to make silent Judgments of people on the 
basis of her strict principles9 for "she has an insight 
into the moral premises of everyone she meetSe"^ Her 
opinion of Henry ©rawford is that he has "a corrupted

/a / »

mindo" Having watched his flirtations with the Bertram

' 4aMansfield Fark,' p 0 561, ; :
^%udrick9 p 0 156»

• i L l L  'Mansfield Park  ̂p» SOgo



sisters5 especially with the engaged Maria, Fanny dees■ 
net trust his eharaetezv When Henry wants t© marry her, 
Fanny ©annet accept him, despite pressures from all of 
the Bertrams, for net only is she in love with Edmund, 
hut she cannot care for a man of inferior principles*
@he realises "how wretched, and how unpardonable, how 
hopeless, and how wicked it was, to marry without 
a f f e c t i o n * i t  is not until Henry runs off with the 
married Maria that Fanny is vindicated* -

Fanny" s opinion of her own father is one of re^ 
pulsion, for "he was more negligent of his family, his 
habits were worse, and his manners coarser, than she had 
been prepared for * » * he swore and he drank, he was. . . 
dirty and g r o s s * F a r t  of her distaste is caused by 
Mr* Frice’s disregard of her* Fanny returns for a visit 
to her own family after years of gracious living at 
Mansfield Fark and is disgusted by the lack of refinement 
of the FriceSa 'Sir Thomas Bertram stands as an ideal by 
comparison| he is "so discerning, so honourable, so good*" 

..let he has made errors in raising his children and is 
sensible enough to see them clearly*

^^Mansfleld Fark, p* 665o ; -



But ske d©@s mot reject all of ker familf, for
Fammy adores ker.older krotker, William$ wko is a sailor
im tke loyal Havyo While he kas "been at sea5 they have
corresponded regularly0 Ikem at last he is to visit her
at the Bertram home, she is 8elevated keyomd the common
timidity of her mind hy the flow of her love for 

43William*11 Her feelings are reminiscent of Jane Austen's 
for her sailor "brothers® The "brother of Edmunds Tom 
Bertram, contrasts with William, for he ignores Fanny 
most of the time* When they were young, 11 he made her 
some very pretty presents, and: laughed at h e r * T o m '  s 
friend, John Yates, is disapproved by Edmund for his 
desire for a theatrical, and Fanny had "borne Edmund 
company in every feeling throughout the w h o l e * I n  
helping with the theatrical, Fanny recognizes James 
lushworth for the stupid, comic person he is. She"was 
at great pains to teach him how to learn * * * trying 
to make an artificial memory for him*"^ -

Fanny's clarity of perception likens.her to Jane 
Austen, but she condemns without the charity of humor* 
nonetheless, the principles of her morality are those of

^Mansfield lark, p* 610*



her author and lead her t© the same judgments of the men 
she knows„ Edmund influences her ideas, "but she thinks 
imdegemdemtly, even daring t© eritioise him when he is 
Wrong6

dame Austen said, ”1 am going to take a heroine 
whom no one hut myself will mueh likeo”^  In spite of 
some adverse oritieism Emma is one of the most heloved 
of Jane Austen’s novels, largely hecause of its charm
ingly deluded heroine o Emma is "handsome, clever, and 
rich,"'^ and used to "having rather too much her own 
way, and a disposition to think a little too well of 
herselfo"^ Her confidence is unjustified in her 
dealings with people, especially meno 1"©where is she 
more deluded than in her relationship with Mr» Knightley, 
the older "brother of her sister’s hush and 0 Although Mr* 
Knightley has always heen her one critic, thinking her 
"spoiled hy being the cleverest of her f a m i l y , E m m a  
has not resented his advice so much as she has ignored 
it, sometimes with disastrous resuits» Yet Emma 
respects Mr 0 Knight ley as a person of integrity and knows

^%usten-Leigh, Memoir, p0 1480 
^%mma, p» 7§5o -
^4Ihid0 .

^^Ibido, no 785o



that he would “do. anything really good-natured? useful3 
considerate, orhenevolento11̂ ^ But she does not recog
nize him as her “hero“;{instead she claims that she will 
not marry a$ she has no financial necessity., “Were 1 to 
fall in love 3 indeed, it would he ,a different; thing 5“^^ 
she says0 Eventually she sees “that there never had heen 
a time when she did not consider Hr<, Knight ley as in
finitely the superior s or when his regard for her'hadf 
not heen infinitely the most dearo

©onGeming Frank 6htirehill$ the false anti-hero 
or villain of the novel, Emma is only partially deeeivedo 
She is completely taken in hy his wit, delightful manners 5 
and flattering attentions; hut even when she is most con
vinced of his attachment to her and fancies herself a hit 
in loves “she could yet imagine him to have faults 
and “not altogether huild upon his steadiness or eon- 
s t a n c y d W h e n  Frank’s duplicity in flirting with her 
to conceal his secret engagement to Jane Eairfax is re
vealed 9 Emma forgives him because he has suffered and



57
because she is happy in her own engagement to Mr®
Knightley®

Emma is realistic in her ideas about her father, 
an amiable valetudinarian® Being of a simple turn of 
mind, he is no intellectual companion for her, but she 
realizes that she is “truly beloved and important; so 
always first and always right11®"*" in his eyes® Emma spares 
nothing to keep her father happy and to show him love and 
consideration; she even brings Mr® Knightley to live at 
Hartfield to prevent an undesirable change in her father’s 
life®

.The clergyman, Philip Elton, is a person about 
whom Emma is most embarrassingly deceived® In attempt
ing to make a match between him and Harriet Smith, her 
protegde, Emma ignores completely his pointed attentions 
to herself, misinterpreting them as discreet courtship 
of Harriet® She is confounded when Mr® Elton proposes 
to her, denying any interest in Harriet® In analyzing 
Mr® Elton's behavior, Emma consoles herself that he is 
not really in love with her but is convincing himself 
in order to marry well® She regards him as an inferior 
as he lacks true elegance and superior intelligence 
despite his good manners® He is not her social equal

®"*"Emma» p® 814,



sinee M s  family is in trade ? and he has nothing ,tbo 
reeommend him to notice hmt his situation and his

go ■ ..©iTilityo” His situation iss of course 3 his profession 
which makes him part of Emma's social group„ Emma takes 
passing notice of his work5 w M e h  he performs well, hut 
she considers his life as a social heing as most impor
tant , for she tells her father, "I thought when he was 
joining their hands today, he looked so very much as if 
he would like to have the same kind office done for 
him! .

John Knight ley, Emma's h rot her-in-law, has the 
same kind of intelligent sense as his brother, Hr* . 
Kmightley, hut he is not 'beloved hy Emma, partly because 
he sees her faults and partly because he does not always 
allow for Mr0 Woodhouse8 s fancies and upsets him with 
sharp remarkso ̂  Although Emma can sometimes understand 
his impatience with her father and appreciate his in
telligence, she does not have particular fondness for 
him0

Emma's attitude toward Robert Martin is less 
justifiableo Although he never speaks in Emma, he is -

Emma, p <> 8^5 <>



seen onee /by Emma an# is often, mentioned as Harriet 
Smith's suit or o He might be called a young man of sense 
for his considerate courtship of Harriet and his steadfast 
affection for her, despite her. refusal of his marriage 
proposal* Emma's objection to him is based on his low 
station and her high ambitions for Harriet 0 Yet later 
Emma can say sincerely when she learns of Harriet's - 
engagement to him, "I think Harriet is doing extremely • 
well * Admitt edly 9 luma ' s approval of Eobert Martin
is a.combination of Hr* Knightley8s influence and of 
Emma's relief in having Harriet happy and no longer 
interested in Hr* ihightley* Another minor character, 
a partly comic one, is Mr* Weston, the husband of Emma's 
former governess and the father of Frank Churchill*
Emma appreciates his kindness to his wife, his good 
humor, optimism, and hospitality, but she sometimes 
finds his generosity annoying as in his invitation to 
Mrs* Elton and her group to go to Box Hill*®® In the
main, her regard for him is affectionate* She is amused
at his inability to keep a secret but is rather too fond 
of him to see all of his comic aspects*

Where she is not blinded, Emma has much the same



view of men as Jam© Austen0 Emma! s idea of the man ©he 
■will manny i© mueh like that of hen author* Hdwevens 
■Emma8 s self-deeeption' prevents ah ©"bgeotive outlook; 
her selfishness pTOduoes.manjdelusiens5 including un
reasoning snohhishness and lack of humor0 fhere is 
much divergence "between Emma and Jane Austen*

Anne Elliot 9 the heroine of Persuasion«, was 
thought "by her creator to "be ”almost too good for me0 
Gentle9 modest ? and unassuming, Anne is capable of a 
deep and lasting love for Frederick Wentworth, whose 
“confidence, powerful in its own warmth, and "bewitching 
in the wit which often expressed it, must have "been 
enough for Anne" to marry him0 But the prudence of a 
family friend and the disapproval of her father caused 
the over-persuaded Anne to "break the engagement0 Since 
then "no one had. ever come within the Kellyneh circle, 
who could "bear a comparison with Frederick Wentworth, as 
he stood in her m e m o r y E i g h t  years after the 
engagement, Anne again meets ©aptain Wentworth, now a 
wealthy sailor, seeking a wife0 "Alas, with all her 
reasonings she found that to retentive feelings eight

^©hapmam, Betters, p0 487o

^^Persuasion, pQ 1225=
69Ihid0, p 0 12260 ■ ■
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greaa?s may "be llbtle. more than lesii.es hez
sbremg affeebiem fez him ami. hez appzebabioa of his wit?
ami. wazm personality 9 Anne has respect fez him as a ''man
©f semse0 .

William Walter lilie.t s the heiz to the family
bazoaetey? pleases Amae by his good looks^ exeelleat

opmaaaezsj and good sense0' It is somewhat aftez she has 
first met him that she begins to smspeot that he is not 
what he seems0 Wot only does she think his past to be 
doubtful, bat she wonders at his remarkable self-control0 
MShe felt that she eould so mu oh more depend upon the 
sincerity of those who sometimes looked or said a care
less or a hasty thing, than of those whose presence of

- n xmind never Tazied, whose tongue never slipped*"' Soon 
she knows the extent of his scheming to prevent the loss 
of his title and is aware of his callous treatment of
his former friend8 s wife * "She had been used before to
feel that he could not be always fuite sincere, but now 
she saw insincerity in everything0" ̂  She knows him to 
be conscienceless and cruel in attaining his selfish 
aims *

^Persuasiont p0 1245* •
71Ibid*, p0 1364* '
7%bid*, p 6 1295o
7% M d o ,  p* 1507*
74Ibid0 n o 1540o



Jbme's father, Sir Walter Elliot, is a foolish 
mam whose standards of judgment are hase& on rank and 
hamdsomemess of face* Amme has been belittled by her 
father and has depended om her mother1 s friend, Lady 
Russell, for guidance and affection^ When Sir Walter 
oppo sed Anne1 s engagement to J’rederi ek Wentwo rth, 81 young 
and gentle as she was, it might yet hare been possible to 
withstand her father's ill-will11 had Lady Russell not 
disapproved*, However, Anne is forgiving of the unkind
ness of her father and glad to receive any notice* "A 
degree of unexpected cordiality, however, in the welcome 
she received, did her good*,11̂  Her humanity is revealed 
when she pities her father and sister for the revelation 
they are soon to have about Mr* Elliotc She. finds it "so 
humiliating » *, 0 to consider the various sources of 
mortification preparing for them!11 ' She recognizes her
father for what he is and depends upon others for advice; 
her emotional independence of him allows her to be charit
able to him* ; • .

Ihe only clergyman in the novel is Sharies Hayter, 
a minor eharacter0 Anne is not snobbish about his in-

^%ersuasion, p* 1225=



fei*!©a? family as is her sister$ Mary, "but is 11 particularly 
glai. o o o in their prosperity and comforto She gives
little attention to him and does not single him out 
because of his profession* Anne oouldjmstiflately "be 
snoteteish ateout Gharles Musgrove $ the husband of her 
sister9 Mary, sinee he is a member of the landed gentry 
."but without a title in his family0 But she is noto 
Once he had asked Anne to tee his wife; when she refused 
him "because of her love for Frederick, he had married her 
younger sistero As he was not inclined to recall the 
past 9 11 she was always on friendly terms with her "brother- 
in-law011 ̂  Moreover, she enjoyed his good spirits and 
felt he might have more than his one interest, sport, if

QQhe had married a more intelligent woman0
In the novel there are three men of good sense 

and a fourth who is partly a minor comic character*
Admiral @rof19 the husteand of Frederick’s sisters is a 
forthright, honoratele man, with a small touch of the 
comic ateout him, whose "manners were not quite of the 
tone to suit Lady Bussell, teut they delighted Anne© His 
goodness of heart and simplicity of character were

^Persuasion, p© 154-1©
. 79Iteid0, p© 1233©

80Iteido



81ia?3?estiT3l@0 ” Gap tain Harville, a good friend of 
Frederickr is a sensible? friendly gentleman0 When. Anne 
meets him? she is favorably impressed by his unaffected 
warm personality and thinks regretfully that he and his
wife wonld have been her friends had she married ‘

82Fredericko Anne admires the kind-hearted Kr<, Znsgrore ? 
who along with his wife? is all that a parent should be? 
a striking contrast to Sir Walter Elliote Of the 
Musgroves? Anne exclaims, "fhey do everything to confer 
happiness? I am sure* What a blessing to young people 
to be in such hands! Gaptaim Benwick? however? does 
not appear to be entirely a man of sense» Eis sorrow 
over the death of his fiancee is overpowering? and.he 
indulges his grief by reading emotional poetry on grief 
and love* Anne estimates him correctly when she thinks? 
"Se will rally again? and be happy with a n o t h e r * . 
Ihere is >comedy in his sudden engagement to Louisa 
Musgrove since he has been inconsolable in his grief 
gust before her fail on the Gobb in Byrne; and Anne sees 
humor in the picture of the now quiet Bouisa being read..

0*1 ' 'Persuasion, p* 1285o
giIbido, 1269o



p:oe'b2?y and talked to "by Benwick0̂ ^
Amme Elliot's view of men is almost identieal to 

that of Jane Austen0 Anne’s quiet9 intelligent stmJy of 
people "bnings ahomt aeonnate estimates of them* She 
appreciates the same qualities of warmth and sincerity 
and prizes the honorable character as does Jane Austen*
In addition she has a gentle sense of humor* which, 
though it may be less lively and ironic than her author8s 
aids her in regarding people with understanding and 
realism* • <

It has been demonstrated that Jane Austen en
dowed her fictional heroines with largely her own view
point concerning men* With the exception of instances 
in which the heroines, are blinded for the sake of the 
plot, they seem to reflect their creator's views about 
men* Since Jane Austen, used her own views as those of 
her feminine characters, it seems reasonable to assume 
that she created masculine characters with the same 
autobiographical bias, that they reflect her views of 
men, that they are what she thought men should be or 
should not be* It may be said that the feminine 
characters vary in degree of autobiographical likeness 
in their views of men? Anne Elliot as most like her

^Persuasion, p* 1145*



am-tiko3?9 llino^ Daskwood seeonds F a ^ y  IPriee tkirdg 
Eligaketk Beknet keeause of ker prejudice fourkk, Emma 
Woodkomse "because of ker self-deeeptioB fiftk5 Mariaime 
laskwood because of ker uncoBtrolled sensibility siztk, 
the naive Catherine Mori and seventh ̂ and least like Jane 
Austen8 ker credulous namesake $ Jane lenneto Eke male 
ckaracters; consequently must show variations for the 
same reasons3 reasons of ploto Yet the male ekaraeters 
must show similarities since they are limited by the 
'viewpoints of the.heroines which are essentially the' 
same* For this reason it may be assumed that the male.- 
characters may be.grouped into categories as has been 
suggested by the study of the heroines8 views in this



II, JANE AUSTEN8® TYPES Q? HIE

The male ©haraeteEs- im Jame Aastea8s novels may 
"be plaeed in siis eategeEiesi (!) heroes, (2) amti- 
heroes or villains, ( $ )  fathers-, (4) clergymen, (5) 
"brothers, an! (@) men of sense and minor comic characters<=, 
Although the last category is composed of two groups, 
some of the members of these groups "belong in both of 
them. For this reason, the two groups will be treated 
as one category.

The examination of these categories to deter
mine similarities and differences in their members and 
to locate literary and biographical sources for some of 
them will comprise this chapter. It is obvious that an , 
artist of Jane Austen8 s caliber would not simply copy a 
character either from the work of another novelist or 
from life itself, Jane Austen is fu©ted as saying “that 
she was too proud of her gentlemen 8to admit that they 
were only Mr, A, or ©olonel 1,8 “ Moreover, Jane Austen 
“ 8mever copied a character from a known person8 , , , in 
fact, thorough in this as in all else she undertook, she

1
Austen-Eeigh, life and betters, p, 298,

■ 47 . ; : ' ".



left no ta?aees that ©oxili. give keie ae^aaiBtam®© fail' 
cause to suspect a likeness 9 and "be made uncomfortableo" 
Yet it may "be shorn that Jaae Am stem used some litemamy 
types as "bases for her male characters and that some of 
these characters have characteristics and are presented 
in circumstances similar to those of men whom dame Austen 
knew well, primarily members of her familye In addition,, 
the male characters are judged, and t o .some extent are 
patterned, in accordance with the; ideas of the heroines, 
whose views about men have been demonstrated to reflect 
those of dame Austen« In considering the male charac
ters, their similarities and dissimilarities, and their 
possible sources, one or two representative members of 
each category will be studied to form a standard to which 
the other members will be comparedo

%iascelles, p„ 128o



Ad, Heroes
49

Ike heroes of Jane Austiem1 s novels are not the 
Intrepid figures who have given rise to the term "heroioa 
Her heroes do 5 however, strongly suggest that their novel 
reading Greater was receptive to the influence of such 
popular literary heroes of her time as Sir Charles 
S-randison1 in Samuel Eiehardson6 s: hovel of the same name 
and lord ©rville in Fanny Burney8 s Evelinao Ei©hardson 
described Sir ©harles S-randison not only as "indeed a 
fine figure e 0 0 = I don/t know- that I have .ever seen 
am handsomer or gent eel er man," ̂ a " graceful and truly

■ ■ it ' " ’ ■. ■fine gentleman?“ but says of him, 11 It was insisted on
by several of his [Eiohardsom speaking in the third 
person] Friends 0 ». «, that he should produce into public 
View the ©haraeter and Actions of a Han of $rue Honour 

o „ o And now, therefore, presents to the Public, in 
Sir ©harles Grandison, the Example of a Man acting uni
formly well through a Variety of trying Scenes, because 
all his Actions are regulated by one steady Principles

1laker, v„ 6 , p 0 
%udrick, p 0 1 2 2 0

^Samuel Eiehardsom, Sir Charles Grandison (Oxford 
■), v* 1 , p» 208o

^Ibido, p 0 220o



A, Haa ©f Seligioa and Tiatmei ©f Mveliaess aad Spirit ; 
accomplished and agreeable; ha.ppy in himself ? and a 
llessiag to others $ soaethimg which earn well he said 
of Kr0 . Haight ley (whose mame has eoimotatioas rather 
like M Sramdi so a." ), 9 or ©apt aim Wentworth, or Hemry filmey 0 
Similarly did Miss Bmrmey endow Lord ©rville0 f,His con
versation was semsible and spirited; his air« and address 
were ©pern and noble; his manners gentle5 attentive, and 
infinitely engaging.; his person is all elegance,/ and his 
©dmmtemamee the most animated and expressive I have ever

g . . ' '' /;seem0 w fhe reader of the earlier works coming to Jane 
Amstem®s fiction quickly recognizes the close relation
ship of her heroes to the Srandison and ©rville types 

In order to analyse lame Amsten8s heroes$ who 
might he. termed "the domestic her© $11 ©me of them that 
best epitomises her heroes will be ©hosem.0 Probably 
George Knight ley of Emma best smms up the excellence of 
character and intelligence regnired of her heroes^, •
Beyond these regnlrememts of Jane Amst eh* s heroes$ Mro 
Knightley has other characteristics in keeping with the 
ideas which dame Amstem and her heroines share* He is 
the wealthy landowner of almost all of Highbury and$ as

. . . .  c :.. ' . .^Siehardsoh;, Grandison, p.* viiio 
"Frances■Bmrmey 9 Evelina (homdon, 19©4) ? p* 22*



sueh is a benevolent landlorcL His wealth and eonse- 
guemee mean that he may give Emma something which she
does not possess, the highest sbeial position in High-

■ ’ "■■■ ■ ' - '' : '  ̂ ' 1 bury0
A distinguishing trait of Mr0 Knightley is his 

good sense, which shows in his famgality^-he does not 
keep horses for his carriage— his love of his land, and 
his interest in talking with;his brother and his farmers 
concerning affairs of his estate* However, Hr*
Khightley8 s sense appears most fittingly in his obser
vations and judgments of people* Being in his late 
thirties, he has the advantage of experience which Emma 
cannot have had* He can criticize objectively and has 
the humanity to be interested in the welfare of his 
friends* He know si-that Hr* Elton will marry by his own 
choice and not Emma's; he. realizes that Robert Martin is a 
fine person, far superior to Harriet Smith, the girl he 
wishes to marry; and he knows Emma and her .weaknesses 
thoroughly* He takes it upon himself to point out her 
errors, especially the serious ones, such as her match
making and her thoughtless insult of Miss Bates, the poor 
but genteel neighbor, on the Box.Hill excursion* It is 
this much of Mr* Knightley's character that may be said 
to be based on the literary sources mentioned* Brandi son 
and ©rville always evince similar responsibility, common



sense$ slii'ewiness, and |mstl©e in judging others* $o 
this genteel literacy hero foundation have "been added 
qualities whieh make Mr* Knightley seem human and real, 
the qualities §randison often lacks and that Fanny 
Burney's literary limitations often prevent herd ©rville 
from possessingo An example of such a human quality is 
his tactful kindness which is neither condescending nor 
conspicuous in dancing with Harriet Smith after she has 
been rudely ignored as a dancing partner by Mr<, Elton 
and in sending his carriage with hired horses to take 
Hiss Bates and Jane Fairfax to the ball6

His humanness and realism also prevent Hr0 
Knight ley from being a M picture of perfection,M and in 
this he diverges from the earlier Srandison-©rville type 
of hero» Although his personality is a cheerful one and 
his bearing dignified and confident, the reader is told

• ■ ' . >: ' ' ' ■ ' 7"that his manners had in general so little gallantry" ' 

and that.he "had nothing of ceremony about hima" He 
is courteous but not ostentatiously so; rather he is 
forthright and direct, in opposition to his literary 
prototypesc In addition his sense of humor, far more 
lively than in Grand!son or ©rville, causes him realistic

% m m a , p 0 999o 
8Ibido, p» 795o



dlffi©ml'bies when he. jokingly mentions a possible visit 
t© his heme ho the ©ffieiems. Hesq - Bltome Mm@h he his 
annoyance he has to make good ©a his supposed imvitat ion»̂  

H©iP@©Tea?? Mae- Knight ley is portrayed with two 
human weahnesses3 not the least of whioh is his only 
fairly well ©©ntnohed temper0 His. anger shows itself 
often against Emma» especially when he finds that she 
ha® heem instrumental in Harriet Bmith6 s refusal of 
Sohert” Want infl s marriage proposal® He; forgives Emma ' 
when she ©harms him by presenting a picture of doaesti™

, y '  ' _ 71 0 , : . ; ■ „ - 1®ity with her baby mieoe® ' His other weakness is his 
love ffioi? Emma) whioh ©amses him to lose his oleaa? vision 
of.people in his jealous judgments of Frank Ghurohill® 
leaning that, he has lost Emma to Frank5 Hr0 Knightley 
esoapes to london«, hoping to forget; but the happy .. 
domestio life of his brother ° s - home'only serves to re-. 
mind him of what he believes he has lost® When Frank9 s 
seonet" engagement is made .known s Hr® Knight ley rushes to 
Highbury to oomfort Emma, little suspecting that she will- 
soon be engaged to him® Although he has always been sus
picious of Frank and.disliked him.) .the charming thoughts 
Hr o- Knight ley has when Emma has accepted his hand reveal



how mu@h his good judgment has been altered* nHe had 
found her agitated and low* Frank Churchill was a 
villaiBo He heard her declare that she had never loved 
him* Frank §hur@hill8 s oharaeter was not desperate*’
She was his own lmma8 by hand and word* * * * and if.he
eould have thought of Frank Churchill then* he might

: - 1 ] have deemed him a very good sort of fellow*"
Finally, Mr* Znightley is entirely suitable to 

Emmas he satisfies her ideas of the kind of man she 
would marry; his character is one she ©an respect; and* 
more important* he has the ability to be her much-needed 
guide to right thinking and acting* Mo one younger or 
with less experience would suffice as the proper hero- 
husband for Emma* And indeed Monel Srillimg has said* 
"Jane Austen's masculine ideal is.exemplified by
husbands * * * in whom principle and duty consort with

IS *a ready and tender understanding*”
• . In attempting to find possible sources in lane 

Austen's life for the human weaknesses of Mr* Knightley* 
it seems likely that lane Austen formed her ideas of 
men5 s reactions when they are in love from her•brothers 
who all married* some of them twice in her lifetime*

Emma* p* 1028*
^ ”ffiansfield Fark,”. in fhe Opposing Self (Mew 

York* 1#5)* p*. 2me*. ■



$ M s  conclusion is suggested by the fact that she was
particularly close to her brother Henry and made refer-

IBences to his romances in her letters® ^ Although she 
may have gained some knowledge on the subject from the 
man she is supposed to have loved, it is useless to con
jecture about a matter so uncertain® lane Austen surely 
knew of temper, Mr® Knightley's other fault, for she 
wrote of her brother James, "I am sorry and angry that 
his Visits should not give one more pleasure; the company 
of so good & so clever a Man ought to be gratifying in
itself;— but „ » «, his time here is spent I think in

1Awalking about the House & banging the doors®"
The typical Jane Austen hero, then, is com

pounded from literary types as a foundation and from 
humanizing qualities, realistically portrayed, some of 
which probably have sources in men Jane Austen knew®
The hero's character is one of honor and principle, in
telligence, and sensibility® He also possesses extreme 
kindness and consideration which reflect sensitivity, 
sensible good manners, a pleasing personality, a certain 
amount of forthrightness, confidence, and humor® He is 
also constituted to embody ihahis situation and

"^Ghapman, letters, pp® 7 ,
lA-r-, .



j>®rs©iiality elements which are..especially necessary to 
complement the heroine or to please her0 In addition the 
her© is demonstrated to have very human failings which 
detract in me way from his fine qualities "but which give 
him substance and verisimilitude0

That lane Austen8 s other heroes are generally 
constituted this way can he seen hy briefly examining 
them0 Frederick Wentworth, the sailor hero of Persuasion, 
fits the standard of the lane Austen hero very well0 His 
intelligence, sense, and confidence are shown hy his 
success in his careers His sense of honor is indicated 
hy his discreet removal to his brother's home while he 
awaits Louisa Musgrove’s recovery, for by then he has 
belatedly realised how much he still cares for Anne„
But his attentions to Louisa have persuaded many that he 
is all but engaged to her* "When I began to reflect that 
. Others might have felt the same— her own family, nay, 
perhaps herself— I was no longer at my own disposal® , I 
was hers in honour if she wished i t ® I t  is only 
Louisa's unexpected engagement to Gaptain Berwick that 
releases Frederick to court Anne®

To Anne and to all whom- he. meets, he is hand
some, charming, and graceful in his pleasant manners®

^Persuasion® p® l|55So



Wnited to a desirable faeade is his genuime consideration 
of otkerso Although he still bitterly resents Anne1s 
former rejection of him, his kindness is shown ©m@e when
he procures Amme a ride in his sisterrs carriage when she

IS ■ ■is tired, ' and again when he removes a small playful
nephew from her baek when she is kneeling to ©are for a
sink ehildo ̂  His kindness to others is evident in his
sympathy to KrSo Musgrove with regard to her son. Siok,
who was ©nee one of his sailors, even though Mrs0
Musgrove has sentimentally made Mok, worthless in life,

• ' 1 ginto a naval her© now that he is safely dead*
Hrederiok, whi 1 e kind ,to Mrs<, Musgrove, sees the humof of
• ' •' IQ 'her ‘’large fat. sighingSo ” His humor permits him to see 
himself Just as olearly when he declares to his sister, 
"Yes, here I am, Sophia, fuite ready to make a foolish , 
match „ o d o A little beauty, and a few smiles, and a 
few compliments to the navy, and 1 am a lost man0“ He 
is able later to turn.his wit into a ©harming eompliment 
when he is re-united with Anne a wM k e  other great men ■

. ̂ ^Persuasion, . p0. I M f  
■ ' 1?Ihld0, p0 1258o • , ■
: 1SlMdd, p'o 115©o ;
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Tam&ez? reverse© ̂ „ 0 0 I must endeavour to subdue my mind 
to my fortune., I must learn to brook being happier than
I 'deserve0'fil̂ 1

Yet Prederiok has his faults? his pride was hurt 
when Anne broke off their engagement; he deceived himself 
in believing he. would marry anyone but Anne and in his 
resentment of Anne, which is only love disguisedo It is
hard to resist the touching scene in which he tells her,

22II To my eye you could never alter," but she recalls the 
remark he made when he first saw her again <, He had told 
Iiouisa1 s sister that Anne was so altered that he hardly 
recognized her6 But now "the tdlue of such homage was 
inexpressibly increased to Anne, by comparing it with 
former words, and feeling it to be the result, not the 
cause, of a revival of his warm attachmento

lane Austen's ideas of navy men could have hardly 
come from any other source than her sailor brothers,

' ' ‘ ' ' SiL .  ̂ V ; ' ' "Francis and §harles6 There are many references in her 
letters to the careers of the successful sailors, to 
their ships, and to their whereabouts on the high seas,

p*jPersuasion ̂ p 0 1361 <,
■ 22Ibid^, p0.1359*

' ■ 2^Ibid0 ' /  . . ■ ; : :
^John Hubback and Edith Hubbaek, Jane Austen8 s 

Sailor Brothers (Bondon$ 1906), p0 4 0



that could only com© from Jane Austen® s lively interest 
in naval matters, making it small wonder that Gaptain 
Wentworth can speak so authoritatively about the navy®
Yet his personal traits cannot be found in the brothers 
unless his warm personality was derived from the “sweet 
temper and affectionate disposition"^ of ©harles#
Francis Austen is said to have refuted the idea that 
Gap tain Wentworth had any basis in < -himself, ̂  and his 
grandson observed further, "I do not think that my 
grandfather, precise and methodical as he was, could 
ever have been quite like Captain Wentworth,"^  It is 
more likely that Frederick Wentworth1s wit, if it had a 
family source, is a reflection of the brilliance of Henry 
Austen, It is that wit coupled with his warm, open per
sonality which attract Anne to Frederick, His traits, 
his confidence and pride, complement hers and make him 
a fitting hero for Anne,

The hero of Mansfield Park, Edmund Bertram, has 
most of the qualities of the Jane Austen hero, Edmund 
is a man of principle and integrity; in fact, much of 
the novel8 s action hinges upon his seemingly intransigent

^Austen-Leigh, Memoir, p, 14,
^®John Hubback, "Pen Portraits in Jane Austen6 s 

Hovels,” Comhlll Magazine, vol, 65, ser, 1$ July 1928$ p.



aelheremee t© pa?iij.©±i>le0 His ideas (aai. fanny' s) and 
those of the @3?awf©a?ds preseat a moral dichotomy whieh 
hrings about the ooafliot in the plotc His steadfast-■ 
ness, in his plan to he come a clergyman despite the dis
approval of Mary ©rawford with whom he is in love and 
his opposition of the theatrioal. at Mansfield Park for 
its impropriety show his reotitmdeo ©ompled with prin
ciple is his intelligent sense which is demonstrated in 
correct judgments of people and his assnmption of 
responsibility for the Mansfield estate in the absence 
of his father and brother., Edmund1 s considerate sensi
tivity aids fanny from his first act of kindness in pro
curing her paper to write to her brother to his' constant 
concern for her health and welfare<> He is described as 
having an excellent temperament and displays his correct 
manners throughout the novel0

However$ in contrast to Mr0 Ihightley and ©aptaim 
Wentworthj Edmund is essentially humorless $ a man who 
takes himself and everyone too seriously,, It is his 
solemnity which has given rise to criticism'that he5 like 
Sir ©harles §randis©n9 ■ is a prigo"' let it seems fair to 
assume that dame Austen Mintended us to like him9 and to

' : 1 Andrew Wright, Jane Austen8s Hovels (Hew York, 
i#;),,,pp4 119-11©. ; :



approve him as the oh^eet of Famn^r1 s passion,M and in 
truth Edmund is rendered more human and ©omprehemsihle 
hy his self-delusion concerning Fanny and Mary ©rawfords 
Somehow he never interprets Fanny1s obvious worship of 
him as more than fraternal, nor does he realise the 
permanency and extent of Mary's selfishness^ He is 
forced to act against his ideas of right by his intense 
infatuation for Mary| he ignores Fanny's need for exer
cise 9 allowing her to languish at home while Mary rides 
Fanny’s horse; he decides to act in the theatrical, 
excusing his indecision by not wanting a stranger to act 
opposite Mary; he encourages Fanny to marry Henry 
©rawford’, rationalizing his faults for Mary’s sate©0^® 
Edmund’s faults give him credibility, for his weakness 
in loving Mary causes him to contradiGt his professed 
beliefs and principles without knowing it„ He is unlike 
Elizabeth Bernnet when she tells her sister, “Tou shall 
not, for the sake of one individual, change the meaning 
of principle and integrity.,”^  Thus Edmund is blinded, 
as are Wentworth and Mr0 Knight ley, by his love for a

^Robert W0 ©hapman. Facts and Problems (Oxford,
195©)., P-.-.W* ■ , ;
. ■ ^Howard Habb, lane Austen's Hovels (©olumbus,

©hio 3 lf©l), pp0 l65”l@*7o " ■
■ ^̂ "Fride and Frejudice, p0 5116



wo man o However, M s  ©"bgeot toes not justify M s  love 
"by her fine oharaeter while theirs do; and, more important 
he is swayed "by his love to wrong doing while they are not 
By his moral weakness Edmund deviates from the standard 
of the Jane Austen hero, but he loses the reader's sym
pathy , whieh his general priggishness has never allowed 
to be strongo It is doubtful that Jane Austen realised 
that she ereated in Edmund a partially unsympabhetie 
eharaeter0 However, it is certain that she produced in 
him the kind of serious, thoughtful personality to please 
his adoring fannyo

It has been said that Edmund was patterned after 
Jane Austen’s oldest brother, James0^  James Austen like 
Edmund was a dedicated clergyman and is said to have .
guided his sister’s taste and reading as Edmund did 
those of fanny*^ Moreover, James’ proposal of marriage 
to his cousin, Eliza feuillide, had been refused because 
he was a clergyman*^ Since Mary Grawford closely re
sembles Eliza in personality and is probably the source 
for h e r t h i s  additional connection may be made between

■ Johnson, p* II* ' .
^Austen-leigh, Memoir, p* II*
^^Elizabeth Jenkins, Jane Austen (Hew York, 1949),

Po 8 9 c  .■ ' : . " , '■■■ : .
Johnson, p* 27* ; . ...



James Am stem ami. Edmund 0„ ‘
Fitzwilliam'larey ef Pride and Pnenudiee eonfonms 

more fully to the standari. of the typical Jane .Austen 
hero,, Wealthy, and handsome9 he is a man of honor and 
principle^ whose gust treatment of deorge Wiekham is 
misrepresented "by Wickham to Elizabeths Darcy is in
telligent in perceiving the follies of the Bemmet family 
and the pursuit of himself by ©arolyn limgley0 He demon
strates his wit in his verbal sparring with Elizabeth*

Hfhere is, I believe, in every disposition a 
tendency to some particular evil— a natural de
fect , which not even the best education can over
come = ”

"And your defect is a propensity to hate 
everybody Z""And yours,̂  he replied, with a smile, "is wilfully to misunderstand them*113 ®

In addition, Darcy shows his considerate concern of his
friends and of Elizabeth* Because of what he Judges to.
be Jane Bemmet8 s apparent indifference to ©harles
Bingley, Darcy influences his friend to remain in London
and avoid an involvement which would hurt him* When
Wickham runs off with Bydia Bemmet, it is Darcy who for
Elizabeth's sake quietly uses his wealth and influence
to force a marriage between them®

However, Darcy appears to the people of Eong-
bourn to have haughty manners and a conceited, prideful



airtitndee And in truth9 Darcy "believes that “pride-- 
where there is a real superiority of mimd5 pride will 
"be always under good regulation*” It is puhlio opinion 
eombined with her own faulty judgment "based on WieMiam8 s 
lies and her misinterpretation of Darey's notions whieh 
prejudice Elizabeth against Daroy; and it is her dis
torted viewpoint which prejudices the reader against 
him* For although Jane Austen leaves clues of Darcy8 s
probity, she directs the reader's sympathy to Elizabeth

' ' ' ' ' ' ' '• and her viewpoint,, Ehe result has been criticism of
Darcy as an inconsistent character,, Yet the apparent 
change in his character is only the result of the truth 
being revealed to Elizabeth and the consequent re
interpretation of his behavior for which sTane’Austen has
prepared well*^® “In essentials * -» * he is very much what

hi 'he ever was*“ But in manner he has changed for the
better* When Elizabeth meets him at Femberley9 he is
full of civilities9 eager to prove that he is a

^^Fride and Prejudice, p* 265»
5SIabbs p* Ilf*' ■
^Sylvia 2!* Warner$ lane Austen (Writers and fheir 

Works Ho* 1?*) (London$ IfilTV p* H «
4A '  ̂'Reuben Brower, She Fields of Eight (Zew York5

1951)9 pp* 174-18©* ..- ^
4 1  ' ' ' ■ ■ '

' ' : Pride and Prejudice, p* f71» . '



gentleman despite M s  insmltingly honest proposal of 
marriage to her0 Her seathing refmsal has prompted him 
to re-appraise his propensity "to "be selfish and 'over
hearing11̂ ^  to appear haughty in heing reserved* Al
though Mr0 Knightley and Frederick Wentworth change 
internally when they realize they are in love 9 larey 
changes internally and externally* Yet these changes do 
not alter his other characteristics in any deleterious 
way* larey still prizes Elizabeth's lively mind and is 
admired for his strong, correct character, a necessity 
for the hero-husband of Elizabeth Sennet*

larey's friend, ©harles. Bingley, is ideally 
suited to Jane Sennet, for he is charming, thoughtful, 
wealthy, and optimistic* He has intelligence but not 
enough confidence in his Judgment to relinquish depen
dence on others for advice* Although it is doubtful 
that Bingley could be influenced to do the dishonorable, 
his pliability makes him quite unlike the Jane Austen 
hero*

Henry Tilney of Horthanger Abbey accords well with 
the standard of the typical Jane Austen hero* His honor 
and principle are seen in his loyalty to ©atherime after 
she has been summarily sent home by his father, who has



jmst leazaed that she is not am heiress* Aftem heimg 
urged hgr his father to oomrt Catherine ami. smddemly told 
to forget her, Eemry 11 felt himself "bound as mm@h im 
homomr as im affeetiom to Hiss Morland, ami. believing 
that heart to "be his own which he had been directed to 
gain, mo un'worthy retraetiom of tacit eomsent, mo re
versing deeree ©f mmjmstifiahle amger, ©omld shake his 
fidelity, or imfluenee the resolutions it prompted011 
Im a time when filial obedience was expected, Henry 
shows the eomrage of his convictions0

Im his gmdgmemts of people, even his father,
Henry shows hi© perception and sense„ He finds current 
fashion©, misuse of langiaage, and contemporary, novels to
be subjects for mockery with his disarming wit* Indeed,

• . - / ': : ' ■ 44Henry-s wit closely resembles Jane Austen?s9 . and
Hllgabeth Bemmets s in its delight in the ridiculous^ He
enjoys teasing the susceptible ©atherine with imaginary
adventures of her impending visit to Horthanger Abbey*
"Will mot your mind misgive you, when you find yourself
in this gloomy chamber, tee lofty and extensive for you,
with only the feeble rays of a single lamp to take in
itssise, its walls hung with tapestry exhibiting figures

^%©rthanger Abbey, p@ 1205o
44 ' -: Hudriek, p Q 49= -



as la3?ge as life $ ami. the hei. ©f dazk §2?eem staff om 
pamgle velvet, presenting even a fnmereal appearance0

Yet whem Catherine falls.prey to his imaginative 
tale ami. to the novels she has read $ stispeotimg f-emeral 
lilmey of abmsive treatment of his deceased wife/Kemry 
demonstrates his kindness hj dismissing her illusions 
with the t'rmtho He is consistently considerate of his 
sister and emerts himself to entertain his father 
suitahlf at his parsonage h©me>

#emerallgr Henry displays the qualities of the 
typical Jane Austen hero 9 "but he is portrayed as having 
rather too mnsh humor at times to have the most correct 
manners® His wit gives him a pleasing vitality § sug
gesting that the model for that wit was her "brother$
Henry® It is Henry lilney's wit which assists in making 
him see life realistically without delmsiem®' Beyond 
having perhaps too mmch-hmmor9 he is almost withomt faalt® 
Here he deviates from the typical Jane Austen hero ? for 
he falls in love with Catherine only because she loves 
him® If he has any other fault 3 it might be a mild type 
of vanity which ehjoys/ the' f lattery of educating a pretty 
but ignorant girlo— - He is a suitable hero for Catherine

46Ibld0« p® lllhy



simee he teaeke# kem correct judgments and is respected 
"by her for his sophistication and strength of mindo

While Eem%r is in most ways the Jane Austen hero } 
he is assuredly not the typical Gothic hero» Ze does not 
fall in love guickly with his heroine8 s "beauty$ excellent 
mind? and fine character| nor is he subject to long 
periods of pensive melancholy and often tears as is the 
her© of She Mysteries of Wdolpho in such a melancholy 
meditation^ " ’These scenes9.1 said Yalancourt , at length5 
1 soften the heart like the notes of sweet music, and 
inspire that delicious melancholy which no person, who had 
felt it ©nee, would resign for the gayest pleasures.,8 
Instead, Henry is realistic and perceptive, unable to he 
duped by the wicked world which preys on ingenuous good- 
nesso He does not rescue Satherime from an unscrupulous 
villain except one of her imagination, when.he dispels 
her fanciful ideas about his imperious father6 Indeed 
his humorous outlook is antithetical to the melancholy 
seriousness of the her© of the Gothic novelo Henry 
remains essentially a typical Jane Austen hero; he 
contrasts and opposes the qualities of the Gothic hero 
in Jane Austen8 @ satire of the Gothic novel0

In many ways Edward lerrars, the principal hero



of Sens© and Sensibility, is not the typical Jane Austen 
hero 0 Although he is honorable and kind in adhering to 
an engagement'to Lucy Steele whom he no longer loves $ 
most of his traits do hot conform to the usual pattern 
of fane Austen's heroes0 Edward is described as "color
less and flat"^ and as “dull»11 ̂  These criticisms seem 
to be justified^ for Edward appears as- a diffident, 
awkward person who has a warm heart but is seldom able 
to show warmth in his personalityo During the five 
scenes in which he makes an appearance in the novel, he 
is melancholy and silent in four of them and cheerful in 
only one as he ridicules the then current interest in 
the picturesque.) Part of Edward's apparent lack of
vitality is caused by the infrequency of his appearance^
Much description of him and much of his story are conveyed 
by other characters; there is not enough evidence, of his 
thoughts and personality to render him zeal= -

Another of Edward's failings is his apparent lack 
of confidence and strength of character.) He has diffi
culties in the matter of a career and becomes "an idle,

50helpless being,. His wealthy mother desires him to 
become famous in a profession, but he favors becoming

^Jenkins, p, 77»
^Mudrick, p0 880



a clergyman to hea? disgiasto As a result 9 he has no pro™ 
fessioru Admittedly9 Edward is at his mother's mercy' 
fiBanciallys and hy emstoa he is expected to follow his 
family's wisheso Eater whem he is disinherited for his 
engagement to the low-ranked Eucy, he is ordained and 
accepts a living* But Edward's decision finally to 
become a clergyman comes less from courage than from 
necessity5 and he could have shown more strength in 
opposing his mother earlier*

Although Edward does not measure up to the 
standard of the Jane Austen her©, he succeeds as the ■ 
opposite of the hero of the novel of sensibility, a 
type of novel which is satirized in Sense and Sensibility 
While he is sensitive and has strong feelings, he does 
not give"vent to the fullness of his heart by a shower of 
t e a r s " r a t h e r  he is carefully controlled, showing his 
emotions only by sadness and silence* His lack of sen
timentality appears further when he commits two im
possibilities for the hero of the novel of sensibility| 
he loves an unworthy young woman, and he easily loves a 
second time* Moreover, these unsentimental acts are the 
causes of Edward's problems, for during the time that he

^Henry Mackenzie, The Man of Feeling (Dublin, 
1771), pk 171. T  ”  "y- — ^



is bound to Iteey in honor, he has the restraint and 
delioaej to remain distant from Elinor* His act ions 
contrast with those of young Werther, whose sorrows Jane 
Austen r e a d a  model for heroes of novels of sensi- 
bility* Although Werther asserts that "nothing is 
absolutely necessary to us in this world but love/1̂ ^ 
Edward solves his pecuniary distress upon his dis
inheritance by being ordained in the ministry, and 
despite his desperate situation5 Edward does not either 
die of grief or kill himself but endures through his 
difficulties and achieves happiness*

Oolonel Brandon3 the secondary hero of Sense and 
Sensibility, is more nearly the typical Jane Austen hero 
than Edward, although Brandon is not as attractive as 
Darcy, Knight ley, or Wentworth „ Colonel Brandon shows 
his good sense and honor by his discreet attentions to 
the lashwoods for Marianne8 s sake, especially during her 
illness, and by his duel with Willoughby over the honor 
of a young relative* Without knowing Edward well, but 
believing him to be worthy, Colonel Brandon kindly gives

^^Chapman, fhe Hovels of Jane Austen, v* 5, p° 300
^ George Sherburn, She Best oration and 18& Century



him the living of the parish of his estate0 Yet he is 
depicted as grave and melancholy throughout the novels 
When the secret of his mysterious sorro#^^ is revealedp 
his seriousness seems justified3 hut his personality is 
no more attractive.

As in Edward’s ease3 ©olonel Brandon is Jane 
Austen’s version of the hero of the novel of sensibility* 
He is melancholy with good reason but controls his sad-• 
ness; he is not young and* nnrdmantieally* has a slight 
case of rheumatisms In order to be honorably near 
Marianne he adopts the role of family friend and hopes for 
a chance to win hers behaving all the time in a reserved 
and courteous manners It is his reserved courtesy which 
gives Colonel Brandon so little reality, for his few 
speeches and his melancholy make him seem unsuitable as 
the hero-husband for the youthful Marianne s Jane Austen 
appears to have failed in her attempt to create life-like 
heroes in this novel* At least partially she failed 
because she deviated from the kind of hero which she could 
successfully make life-like in order to make Edward and 
Colonel Brandon the opposite of the hero of the novel of 
sensibilityo

•^Colonel Brandon’s mysterious sorrow is the loss 
of the girl he loved by her unwilling marriage to his older 
brother who shortly divorced her, leaving her to a dis
reputable life and finally death from consumption* See 
Sense and Sensibility, ppo 121-126*



Bo Anti-Heroes amii. TilZLains ' ;

Jane Austen'1 s anti-heroes and villains are no
doubt related to the famous villain of Samuel Eiehard-
son1s ©larissa, Robert Lovelace0 Lovelace is handsome„
wealthy? and possessed of the most charming manners^ but
he is am artful dissembler$ an unscrupulous plotter5 and
an unprincipled libertine0 In his successful plot to
abscond with the virtuous Clarissa* he pleads withObcr
to leave her father1s home and escape marriage with a
man she hates0 Although she does not yield to his
blandishments, Clarissa believes him to be sincere,, MHe
threw himself upon his knees at my feet0 Who can bear,
said he (with an ardour that could not be feigned, his
own eyes glistening), who can bear to behold such sweet
emotion? 0 charmer of my heart * „ „ I am all implicit
obedience 0 „ « let not such an opportunity slip* You

2never, never, will have such another0" Having arranged
to frighten ©Larissa, Lovelace succeeds in abducting her 
and can boastfully say, “I love, when I dig a pit, to 
have my prey tumble in with secure feet and open eyes; 
then a man can look down upon her, with an Q-ho „ charmer,

Tillard, p, 243,
^Samuel Richardson, Qlarissa, George Sherbum 

(ed6) (Boston, 1962) , p 0 .1 3 2 T ~ ^ ~



how came you there?"^ Yet the complexity of his 
character causes him to waver 'between his libertine plans 
and honorable actions* He is often overwhelmed by his 
love for Clarissa and by her goodness* \ “I see that a. 
truly modest woman may make even a confident man keep 
his distance*ri When he surprises himself with his own 
'remorse? he declares to his friend, 11 © BelfordS Belford! 
whose triumph now! Hers or mine?"^

Jane Austen's villains' have none of the diabolical - 
cunning of lovelace* Although they are lesser versions of 
his character, nonetheless they have many of his quali
ties* If her villains are mild renderings of Bovelace, 
their pallor in comparison to their prototype does not
result from any primness on her part but from the re
quirement s of the precise kind of character she is por
traying* She looked at life realistically and once 
wrote, "And I am proud to say that I have a very good 
eye at an Adultress, for tho1 repeatedly assured that
another in the same party was She, I fixed upon the right

• 6 'one from the first*" At another time she wrote, "Eliza

^Richardson, Clarissa, p* 177°
• 4Ibid*, p* 24-7*

. % b l d * , p* 312* '
■ a'Chapman, Betters, p* 127*
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has seen Iiord Graven at Bartons & probably by this time 
at Kintbmry <, where he was expeoted for one day this weeko 
— -She found his manners very pleasing indeed*— fhe little 
flaw of having a Mistress now living with him at Ashdown 
Parks seems to be the only unpleasing circumstance about 
him0

An example of a typical Jane Austen villain will 
serve to indicate similarities between her villains and 
Lovelaceo A typical villain of Jane Austen's novels is 
George Wickham of Pride and Prejudice* A dashing 
militia man, the.handsome Wickham is graceful and 
charming and produces Elizabeth's opinion that "he is, 
beyond all comparison, the most agreeable man I ever 
saw# Attaching ''himself to Elizabeth, Wickham immed- ' 
lately confides to her a tale of his dishonorable treat
ment by.Darcy0 Grossly misrepresenting, Wickham is 
careful to interpolate some facts in the event that the 
truth should be revealed, expecting that his earlier 
version will take priority over subsequent accounts# 
Wickham recalls his intention to become a clergyman, 
Darcy's father's dying request that a living be given to 
him, and Darcy's treatment of the matter# “A man of

— 7—  ; .  ,  :'©hapman. Letters, p# 106#
o 'Pride and Prejudice, p# 518#



honour could, not have doubted the intention, hut Mr.
Darcy chose to doubt it— or to treat it as a merely con
ditional recommendation, and to assert that I had for
feited all claim to it by extravagance, imprudence— in

Qshort anything or nothing. ■ The forfeiture actually 
had resulted from Wickham1s request and his receipt in 
place of the living of three thousand pounds which he 
had squander©d0 Having been refused more money by Darcy, 
Wickham had plotted to elope with G-eorgiana Darcy to gain 
her incomeo Foiled in his attempt by Darcy, Wickham now 
harbors much resentment and soon spreads slanderous 
remarks throughout the neighborhoods

, Although •lligabeth in her blindness is quick to 
excuse him, Wickham shows his dishonor by transferring 
his attentions to a girl who has recently inherited a 
fortune* hater when he runs off with Elizabeth1s sister, 
hydia, his reason is to avoid some heavy gambling debts, 
not to gain Lydia0 He is glad to avail himself of the 
opportunity to have a companion in his escape, but he 
blames her plight on her own folly0A® When Darcy pursues 
the couple and,, planning to pay Wickham to marry hydia, 
inquires the reason they are not married, he finds,



77
"Wickham still cherished the hope of more effectually
making his fortune "by marriage in some other country =,
Under such circumstances, however, he was not likely to

11"be proof against the temptation of immediate reliefoM 
©nee married, Wickham is completely unabashed and 
attempts to. continue the pretense of Darcy's ill usage 
of him, not realising that Elizabeth knows the trufh0 
After Elizabeth8 s marriage to Darcy, Wickham continues 
his extravagant life, depending on Darcy8s generosity to 
pay his debts* ' \ :

The typical Jane Austen villain may be said to 
have the captivating charm, delightful manners, and 
handsome appearance of hovelace, and like him is un
principled, self-centered, and unfeeling, willing to 
follow any dishonorable course that will benefit him, 
and is remorseless afterwards* While the typical Jane 
Austen villain has these qualities, he never descends 
to the level of trickery, disguise, and dishonor in which 
Lovelace exults, making the Jane Austen villain appear 
more petty and foolish than his sinister forbears* 
Moreover, the typical villain is steadfast in his lack 
of remorse while Lovelace vacillates between contrition 
and attempted indifference*.

^Pride and Prejudice, p* 4-24*



John Willongh.'by 5 the villain of Sense and 
Sensihility■» is in most ways the typical Jane Austen 
viilaino Having carried Marianne to her home after she 
had injured her ankle in a fall, Willoughby obtains 
admiration by his explanation "in a manner so frank and 
so graceful, that his person, which was uncommonly hand
some, received additional charms from his voice and ex-

TOpression*" On the pretext of visiting to inquire about
Marianne’s health, Willoughby soon becomes her admirer, 
plainly showing his attachment to her* However, his dis
honor appears quickly, for despite his evident preference 
for her, he leaves for London without proposing marriage 
and soon marries a wealthy woman for her money» Beyond 
these evidences of his lack of integrity is his libertine 
escapade, with the daughter of Colonel Brandon1 s relative<> 

But if Jane Austen is quick to condemn 
Willoughby, she is equally quick to redeem him, at least 
in part 5 for he is made to feel remorse for.his hard
hearted .treatment of Marianne,, Believing her to be 
dying, he journeys to the country home where she is 
staying, hoping a relation of his motivations will allow 
her to die without hating him0 Although he had intended 
an idle flirtation with Marianne, he found himself in love
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with herQ ZotiTated hj mo.mey s he had married a woman who 
knew he did not love her0 His incapacity to envision a 
life without affluence had made possible his betnayal of 
Marianne's love* By M s  capacity for real feeling and 
his remorse over his actions? Willoughby deviates from 
the standard of the typical villain*

In this parody of the novel of sensibility, 
Willoughby is not only the villain, but also the false 
hero of that type of hovel« "No hero enters the story 
more romantically than Willoughby<,11 ̂  He is appropriately 
attached to the heroine and despite decorum.shows his 
affection unrestrainedly* But unlike the hero of the 
novel of sensibility, he does not remain hopelessly 
melancholy or die of grief when he loses the heroine* 
Moreover, his sensitivity to the noble and correct in 
life is defective, for he does many dishonorable deeds* 
Here Jane Austen insists that indulgence of emotions 
leads to dissatisfaction and misery*

The villain of Mansfield Park, Henry ©rawford, 
is only partly the typical Jane Austen villain* 1 A plain 
looking man, his charming manners and lively wit make him 
attractive to women* Not having a libertine past, Henry

^Mudrick, p* 77°



is only Mthe most horrible flirt that earn be imagined*
L  young man of fortune raised by Admiral ©rawford, an
uncle with poor morals, Henry "‘ruined by early indepen- ,
dence and bad domestic example, indulged in the freaks

15' ,of a cold-blooded vanity*" y Hot needing to plot the 
gain of money, he feeds his vanity by the conquest of 
women’s hearts* Although he is unfeeling in his flir
tations with the. Bertram sisters, 'pitting Julia and the 
engaged Maria against each other, he is not totally devoid 
of sensitivity* When he decides to make Fanny fall in 
love with him, he understands her personality, for he 
says, "Ho, I will not do her any harm, dear little soulI 
I only want her to look kindly on-me, to give me smiles 
as well as blushes, to keep a chair for me by herself
wherever we are, and be all animation when I take it and

16talk to her V * * *" It is only after he pursues Fanny 
without winning her approbation that he loves her and 
realizes her value* "Henry Orawford had too much sense 
not to feel the worth of good principles in a wife,
though he was too little accustomed to serious.reflection

" • : - • . toto know them by their proper name6" 1 lespite his

Mansfield Hark, p* 493*
1^Ibida,, p0 755 o . .
16Ibid0, p* 608*

^Ibid*, p a 648*



eomrteoms .'behaviors his honorable proposal, and his 
greatest efforts to please Fanny, he is unable to win her* 
By contrasting him with the Frices, she imagines an im
provement in him when he visits her family's home * But 
his lack of serious thought, his actions without con
templation of the consequences, his resentment "on

' 18Fanny's account" of Maria Bertram Eushworth's proud 
coldness cause Henry to become involved in an abduction 
which he did not plan0 His vanity alone occasions his 
downfallo , For he still loves Fanny, and "would he have 
persevered, and uprightly, Fanny must have been his 
reward, and a reward very voluntarily bestowed, within a 
reasonable period from Edmund's marrying Mary = " In 
realizing the folly of losing Fanny and his friends,
Henry feels remorse and regret for his rash actionsc

The complexity of Henry's character has brought 
about criticism that Jane Austen created a villain who
is so sympathetic that he should .have been allowed to

• 20 ' ■■ "■ - ' marry Fanny0 However, it may be said that his author
carefully prepared for his immoral act, beginning with 

^Mansfield Park, p 0 75&o



regerts of M s  past flirtations, continuing with his 
flirtations with the Bertram sisters, and concluding 
with the pleasure he found in Fanny8s resistance to 
him “Yet there is a degree of moral consistency in the 
act, for the novel shows Henry always ruled by the wish

. ' - V,; ‘ . ' ' 21of the moment and bent on pleasing h i m s e l f A s  the
designed villain, Henry does not meet the standard of
the Jane Austen villain because he is not completely
unprincipled and self-centered but is capable of fine
feeling and remorse» His faults are those of weakness
and unrestraint» ’

Fart of Henry's charm is his wit, which is shown
when he converses with his sister, Mrs* Grant, who desires
him to marry Julia Bertram* » - -

"Miss Bertram is certainly the handsomest, and 
I have found her the most agreeable, but I shall 
always like Julia best, because you order me."

"I shall not talk to you, Henry, but I know 
you will like her best at last*“

"Do not I tell you that I like her best at first?"22
A source for the charming personality of Henry Grawford 
might be Henry Austen, for the two share a delightful 
wit* Of Henry Austen, his niece said, "Brilliant in

21labb, p* 163*
22Mansfield Park, p* 493«



eonversation he was«" Another eonneetion may "be made 
"by recalling the refusal of lames Austen’s marriage pro
posal "by Eliza Feuillide "because he was a clergyman*
Henry Austen soon married her; he "became a "banker and 
turned to the clergy after Eliza was deadoand his bank 
had failed, but while she lived, the couple was well

P&Lsuited because of their liveliness* The grouping of 
the three personalities of James, Henry, and Eliza, with 
the affinity between Henry and Eliza, suggest the fic
tional characters of Edmund, Mary, and Henry Crawford*

Frank Churchill of Emma is a false villain in the 
novel and is perhaps best called the anti-hero because he 
is not genuinely villainous as is George Wickham, and, as 
such, he is only partly the typical Jane Austen villain* 
Handsome, charming, witty, and mannerly, immediately upon 
his arrival in Highbury, he is selected by his father, by 
Emma, and apparently by himself to be Emma's suitor* His 
villainy consists not of a disgraceful abduction but of am 
indiscreet secret engagement to Jane Fairfax which he 
labors to conceal* His pretended admiration of Emma is 
not as unfeeling as it seems, for he claims, "Had I not 
been convinced of her indifference, I would not have been

•\Austen-Leigh, Life and Letters, p* 4-9*
O/lJenkins, pp* 88-90*



inctoeed "by m . j  selfish views to go on,11 ̂  Yet to all 
appearances, he is Emma’s admirer, a status which gives 
him opportunity to tease Jane, He makes unfeeling re
marks pointedly, for Jane's benefit about Mr, Dixon, a 
married man whom Emma mistakenly thinks is Jane1s 
admirer, and about attachments formed at public places 
as theirs was, Frank's lack of feeling is coupled with 
selfishness which prevents his arrival in Highbury to 
visit his father and new step-mother until Jane returns 
there, Frank's faults, however, are minor ones, "faults 
of inconsideration and thoughtlessness"^ and lack of

-■ t P7"steadiness and delicacy of principle,' Since he is 
properly regretful afterwards, Frank deserves to marry 
Jane Fairfax, who is expected to influence'his character 
positively, Frank, then, is not the typical Jane Austen 
villain, for his character is essentially good, his faults 
are minor ones, and he regrets his errors,

A possible source of the personality and situation 
of Frank Ghurchill is Idward Ehight, Jane Austen's brother, 
Dike Frank, Edward was adopted by relatives who made him 
their heir and caused him to assume their name, Edward

^Emma, p,- 1031,
2% b i d ,, p, 1037.
^Ibid,



is said to have been "kind-hearted and affectionate; and
ODhe possessed also a spirit of fmi and live line ss011 

Sinoe he was not enough of a scholar he had taken the 
Grand four instead of attending Oxford. His type of 
personality may have been the pattern for Frank 
©hurchillo

William Walter Elliot, the villain of Persuasion«
is a typical Jane Austen villain. He is described by
Anne: "He was quite as good-looking as he had appeared
at Lyme, his countenance improved by speaking, and his
manners were so exactly what they ought to be, so

2°polished, so easy, so particularly agreeableo" A 
cousin of Anne, William Elliot, is the heir to the 
Elliot baronetcy as Sir Walter has no sons. Although he 
had avoided the Elliots before his marriage, now that he 
is a widower, he is anxiously cultivating his relation
ship with them. Genuinely attracted, he courts Anne, who 
suspects his smooth manners and remembers some hints of 
wrong doing in his past, 9?he truth, is revealed by Anne 1 s 
school friend, Mrs, Smith, who explains that William had 
been a friend of her deceased husband. Hot only had 
William heartlessly married for money, but he had brought

pQ ■ 'Austen-Leigh, Life and Letters, p, 4-7,
^Persuasion, p , 1295°



]l3?a Smith "bo financial rain and as exeenter of lais 
estate will do nothing to aid his ailing widow0 "It was 
a dreadful picture of ingratitude and inhumanity=
Moreover, while William had desired only money and 
scorned the "baronetcy "before his marriage into affluence, 
he now feels the need of the title to give him conse
quence* Eis re-acquaintance with the Elliots gives him 
the opportunity to guard Sir Walter from marrying Mrs* 
Olay, a lady of lower rank, and so prevent a son to 
claim the title*

William shows no remorse for his ill treatment 
of Mrs* Smith or his scheming for the title* Ironically, 
when Anne marries, he leaves Bath, taking Mrs* Olay into 
his protection and allowing the possibility of her "be
coming the wife of the future Sir William* William is 
the typical Jane Austen villain "because of his un
principled unfeeling actions for which he ha.s no regrets*

John Thorpe, the anti-hero of Iforthaager Abbey, 
is more anti-hero than villain and very little the typical 
Jane Austen villain* John has unvillain-like comic 
qualities; he is short and stocky, plain of face, grace
less, and impossibly rude; his invitation to dance is, 
"Well, Miss Morland, I suppose you and I are to stand up '

^Persuasion, p* 1357*



and gig it together a g a i n ? H i s  villainy consists of 
swearing, lying9 and self-delusion,, The cause of his 
lies to General Silney ahout the Morland family wealth 
is that "his vanity induced him to represent the family 
as yet more wealthy than his vanity and avarice had made 
him believe t h e m * H e  is quick to end his friendship 
with James Morland when it is ho longer useful to him, 
and he feels no remorse for his lies or wrongdoingYet 
John's minor crimes and his unattractive personality 
make him seem to be an ironic version of Jane Austen's 
typical villain„ ■

General Tilney of Horthanger Abbey is only par
tially a typical Jane Austen villaim. Although he is 
the only villain who is not a suitor of the heroine, he 
still has some qualities of the typical villain^ The 
father of Henry Tilney, the General is tall, handsome, 
and full of civilities* Yet his courtesy to Oatherine 
is hypocritical, for he is "always a check upon his 
children's spirits, and scarcely anything was said but 
by himself9 His treatment of his children seems 
unfeeling in that it is devoid of fatherly affection,

5 2 T b i d o ,  p o  1 2 0 3 =



Taut he has their welfare at heart« It is Henry' s welfare 
that he considers in hoping to have him marry the sup
posedly wealthy Catherine0; Ihen he learns of her 
fortune from John Thorpe3 Mthankful for Mr# Thorpe *s 
communication, he almost instantly determined to spare 
no pains in weakening his "boasted interest, and ruining 
his dearest hopeso"^ In his only crime, the General 
shows himself to "be unprincipled and self-centered?
When he finds that Catherine is not wealthy, he is 
"enraged with almost everybody in the world "but him- 
self,” y and feels no remorse for his dismissal of 
Satherine0 . / - •

Austen villain, he is her parody of the villain of the 
Gothic novel» Indeed, when Catherine suspects him of 
the worst, she likens him to a fictional villain* "And 
when she saw him in the evening » * = slowly pacing the 
drawing-room for an hour together in silent thoughtful
ness, with downcast eyes and contracted brow, she felt 
secure from all possibility of wronging him* It was the 
air and attitude of a Hontoni!”^^ Zontoni himself in 
The Mysteries of "EdoInho is described in a similar

While the General is not typically the Jane

Abbey, p* 1203
-'̂ Ibido, p* 1204c 
56Ibid0, p* 1168*
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situationo 11 While he paced the room with thoughtful 
steps <,a o  Emily was observing the .singular solemnity 
and desolation of the apartment, viewed as it now was 
by the glimmer of the single lamp, placed near a large 
Venetian mirror that duskily reflected the scene, with 
the tall figure of Hontoni passing slowly along, his 
arms folded, and his countenance shaded by the plume 
that waved in his hat0 While the General is guilty 
of the lesser crimes of seeking a wealthy wife for his 
son and inexcusable discourtesy in his treatment of a 
guest, he is thought by Catherine to be the tormentor 
or even murderer of his wife as Hontoni was* Although 
his manner is somewhat like that of Hontoni, the General 
is only a strict father who is unprincipled in trying to 
gain wealth, not a murderer and plotter^ Jane Austen has 
created an appropriate parody of the villain of the 
Gothic novelo Where the General does not conform to the 
standard of the typical Jane Austen villain, he forms the 
opposite of the image represented by the villain of the 
Gothic novelQ

Surely Jane Austen6 s villains have oroginated in 
part from the villains of fiction^ Yet her knowledge of 
wrongdoing did not derive solely from them0 Hention in

BTladeliffe, v0 1 , p* 2320



her letters of neighborhood gossip shows that she was 
acquainted with errors of deportment among people she 
knew5 a knowledge probably expanded by her residence in 
a parsonis home^ where complaints were often made and 
stories of abuse told, as her knowledge of transgres
sions in the larger world came from the newspapers which 
she reado®^ . Although Jane Austen did not travel far from 
her birthplace, she cannot be suspected of living a 
sheltered life, ignorant of all evil; she did not lack 
knowledge of world occurrences or local ones, and there
by she knew human nature and its weaknesses^

%o •Ghapman, betters* ' See Index IT, newspapers*



@» Fathers
fhe fathers in Jane Ansten* s novels seem to have 

no jpartienlar literary sonr©ea They are not unreasoning 
and tyrannical fathers, snch as fflra Harlowe in Clarissa, 
nor do they have the naive goodness of the fatherly Mr® 
Allworthy in Tom Jones6 Instead they seem more likely 
to derive from Jane Austen1 s knowledge of gentlemen in her 
family and in her neighborhood®

The standard Jane Amsten's favorably-presented 
father is a good, honorable man of principle and Intel- 
ligenoe, who in some manner shirks or fails his responsi
bilities to some of his children^ Eealisimg his errors 
when ©ironmstanees radely gelt him into awareness, he 
attempts to amend the situation as well as is possible 
and to prevent similar future ©@emrren©es by a change of 
his actions® The variations of this type in Jane Austen®s 
novels involve either the ways in which the fathers fail 
their children or the ways in which they deviate from being 
good, honorable, and reasonable men® This discussion deals 
first with the fathers of the heroines, the magor fathers 
of the novels, whose traits are clearly seen® The other 
fathers are less distinct in ©haraeter and are, conse
quently, less easy to estimate®

A heroine8 s father who displays most of the 
qualities of the favorably-presented father is Mr® Sennet 
of 3?ride and Prejudice® %uiet and scholarly, he is am



intelligent man who had. the mis£oi?tmne to marry a pretty 
"but dull woman„ Reacting philosophically, he had retired 
to his hooks, and, "to his wife he was very little other
wise indebted, than as her ignorance and folly had con-

ptributed to his a m u s e m e n t A n  example of his amusement 
at his wife's expense is his reaction to her complaint 
at Charlotte Lucas' engagement to Mr0 Collins, the heir 
to the Bennet estate,

®I cannot bear to think that they should have 
all this estate» If it was not for the entail,
I should not mind it,"

"What should not you mind?”
"I should not mind anything at alio""Let us be thankful that you are preserved 

from a state of such insensibility<,"2
A more delightful wit cannot be found, but Mr0 Bennet
errs "in exposing his wife to the contempt of her own
childreno"^ Disappointed in domestic happiness, his
motto is, "For what do we live, but to make sport for
our neighbours, and laugh at them in our turn?"

Although Mrc Bennet has found solace in country 
living, in scholarly pursuits, and joking over his wife, 
he has lost sight of the obligations of fatherhood0

"klPride and Prejudice, p* 373»
^Ibido, p 0 311c
3Ibid0. p 0 373o
4Ibid,V p, 45©=



Ciorreetly judging Jane and Elizabeth to be sensible 
girls3 he realizes that he has three other silly 
daughters 3 but he makes no attempt to change them0 When 
Elizabeth secretly mentions to him the impropriety of 
allowing lydia to go to Brighton with a dolonel's family 
who are moving with the militia, he can see no harm in 
the visit and instead teases Elizabeth as being concerned 
over Lydia8s imprudence because her behavior has caused 
Elizabeth to lose some baauxb Only after Lydia's elope
ment with Wickham has occurred does Hr<> Bennet feel guilt 
for his actionso He goes to seek them in London but is 
in such a state of distress that he is ineffectual»
Aware that his usual good judgment of people has failed 
in Lydia's ease, he can see himself clearly,, ''So, Lizzy, 
let me ence in my life feel how much I have been to 
blame? I am not afraid of being overpowered by the
- - cimpression^ It will pass away soon enougho

Despite his bad judgment in permitting Lydia's 
visit to Brighton, Hr» Bennet has good principles and a 
proper sense of decorum* When Lydia and Wickham visit 
after their marriage, "his countenance rather gained an 
austerity, and he scarcely opened his lips* The easy 
assurance of the young couple, indeed, was enough to



l>a?©T0k® M m 011 ̂  And when he "believes his brother-in-law3
Edward Gardiner^ has paid a large sum to Wiekham to bribe
him into marrying Lydia, he wishes that he had saved some
of his income so that he eomld have paid the sum himself,
"and he was determined, if possible, to find omt the
extent of his assistanoe, and to discharge the obligation

<7as soon as he ©omldt," '

Mrc Bonnet may be said, as a favorably-presented 
Jane Amstem father, to be a gentleman of good manners with 
good primeiples and a sense of de@orma0 Tet his faults 
are those of selfishness in his treatment of his wife and 
irresponsibility in raising his childrena Fortunately, 
he realizes his errors and attempts to correct them*

Sir 3?h©mas Bertram of Mamsfield Bark is not the 
father of a heroine, but he serves in place of a father 
to Fanny Brice« As such, he may be considered to be a 
favorably-presented Jane Austen father,, A man of digni
fied manners, consciousness of decorum, and correct prin
ciples, Sir fhomas assumes his responsibilities and strives 
to make correct decisionsAlthough he is generally correct, 
he is guilty of self-d@@epti©n0 When he realizes that his 
daughter, Maria, does not love her fianci, Mr* Sushworth,
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Si3? Ehomas offers to break the emgagemeiit for her0 Maria 
assures him of her happiness, and he is "too glad to be 
satisfied., perhaps, to urge the matter quite so far as

. . • . ghis judgment might have dictated to others=" In another
instance, upon the refusal of Henry ©rawford"s marriage
proposal by Fanny, Sir Ehomas. suspects that Fanny's
affections may be attached to one of her cousins* When
he questions her, he is too easily persuaded by her
answer* "It was gently, but■it was calmer said, and Sir
Ihomas was easy on the score of the cousins0 In each
instance he perceives the truth but persuades himself
against it because he wishes the opposite to be true*

His other faults, are his irresponsibility and
his lack of affectionate display tovhis childrens "the
reserve of his manner repressed all the flow of their

10spirits before him," concealing the faults of his 
daughters from him# ; An additional instance of his 
aloofness is the result of his charge to his wife’s 
sister, Mrs* Horris, to assist in maintaining the proper 
attitudes in his daughters and Fanny respecting their 
relative positions* The Misses Bertram must feel their

g •Mansfield Park, p* 590*
;■ ■ % M d 0, p# 661# ' r.; ' ■ ■ ' •' ■ : .

1QIbido, p0 479*



importance "but must' not "be conde sc ending | whereas Fanny 
must realize.that they are her superiors in consequence 
and fortuneo Sir Thomas * error is not in making this 
statement, since it is consistent with social customs 
of the time3 but it is in leaving the matter to Mrs®
Morris and in allowing her to assume importance in his 
home, especially in the upbringing of his daughters® He 
does not see her as she is until Maria's debacle®
Realizing that principle and duty had not been taught to 
his daughters but that they had learned only pride, Sir 
Thomas blames himself ® Extraordinarily proud of his high 
sense of honor, he is horrified to have erred so gravely 
in raising his children® His fairness and courage in 
dealing with the failures of his children and the clear 
vision of.his faults permit him to gain happiness that 
is well deserved®

Mr® Woodhouse of Emma is perhaps indulgently, rather 
than favorably presented® A gentle old man with pleasing . 
manners, good principles, and a sense of decorum, Mr® 
Woodhouse is beloved by his friends® However, unlike Mr® 
Sennet and Sir Thomas Bertram, Mr® Woodhouse is a man of 
• mean intellect and of many idiosyncrasies® His valetudi
narianism would render him completely foolish if it were 
not for his constant concern for others® His nervous
ness , his hatred of change, "his habits of gentle
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selfishness, and of heing never able to snppose tkat
11other people could feel differently from himself" make 

him a pOor fathers His illusion that Emma is perfect causes 
her much misery, for he does not assume the responsibility 
of fatherhood and leaves her unaware of her faultSo Worst 
of all, he never regrets his failures because he is un
conscious of thorns

Yet with all of his faults, Hr, Woodhouse can 
be excused much for the sake of his age and the fact that 
he inspires a consideration from Emma which helps to 
redeem her follies* Zowhere is Mr* Woodhouse deliberately 
unkind in his selfishness; he is only an old man who is 
used to consequence from his town, his friends, and his 
family* Although his judgments of people are usually 
too generous, he is remarkably perceptive about Frank 
Churchill, going to the basis of his errors in telling 
the young man's step-mother that he "is very thoughtless*
Do not tell his father, but that young man is not quite 
the thing* He has been opening the doors very often
this evening, and keeping them open very inconsiderate-

IP •ly*" Moreover, Mr* Woodhouse shows loyalty to his
friends when Frank suggests that the apothecary will

•̂ Imma, p* 765» ,
12Ibld*, p* 914*
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regret the loss of patients with colds0 "’Sir^ ,t1 said 
Mr., Woodhouse, rather warmly9 ’you are very mueh mis
taken if you suppose Mro Perry to be that sort of '
Gharaotero Mr0 Perry is extremely concerned when any 
of us are illoe Although, as in this case, Mr0 Wood- 
house can rise to the occasion, generally he is only 
querulously worried over his health and that of other 
people. His silliness is delightfully, amusing to the 
reader, but his complete dependence on others, especially 
Emma, causes him to be considerably less thatirthe stand
ard Jane Austen father.

Sir Walter Elliot of Persuasion is not presented 
in a favorable light by Jane Austen. Although he is 
well-mannered, his sense of decorum is defective, for 
he is unashamed to boast of his relatives of rank and 
is hardly civil to people he deems inferior. Indeed, 
to Sir Walter only two things give consequence, rank 
and handsomeness. "He considered the blessing of beauty 
as inferior only to the blessing of a baronetcy; and 
Sir Walter Elliot, who united these gifts, was the

*1 ZLconstant object of his warmest respect and devotion."
His vanity and pride cause his irresponsible bad

• -̂ Immav p. 915.
~i /iPersuasion, p. 1212. .



gudgmenti <? Because of his insist erne e on living in the 
style he feels is proper to a baronet, he finds himself 
heavily in debt9 hut he cannot bring himself to lessen 
his luxuryo Only by the flattery of his clever and 
sensible agent, Ire. Shepherd, is Sir Walter persuaded 
to lease his home for a goodly sum while he moves to 
Bath where he may live well less expensively®

Another instance of his bad judgment is his 
preference for his oldest daughter, Elizabeth, over the 
better claims of Anne, who "with an elegance of mind and 
sweetness of character, which must have placed her high 
with any people of real understanding, was nobody with 
either father or sister®11 As a father, he is a failure, 
for he brings up two daughters to the same haughty vanity 
he enjoyso Only Anne is sensible, partly from the in
fluence of her mother early in her life and later of 
Bady Sms sell o Sir Walter has scorned Anne and was quick 
to disapprove her engagement to Srederiek Wentworth 
because of his low station and lack of fortune® When 
Frederick and Anne are re-united, Sir Walter is willing 
to sanction the marriage because of Frederick’s fortune, 
and he feels that "his superiority of appearance might not

. ̂ Persuasion, pp„ 1212-1213e
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be unfairly balanced against her superiority of rank0 
Sir Walter does not regret his earlier decisions, for he 
has not changed and cannot see his errors0 Since his 
principles and sense of decorum are dictated by his 
selfish vanity, he shows himself to be inferior to the 
favorably-presented Jane Austen father*

Hr* Kusgrove in Persuasion is briefly seen not 
only favorably but as an ideal father* However, he is 
such a minor character that it is uncertain whether he 
possesses faults or not; perhaps the relamed nature of 
his household is indecorous, but this is ambiguously 
presented* He acts with his wife in most eases and is 
free from ambitions for the marriages of his daughters*
A man of wealth, he is efficient in earing for his 
estate and lives within his means* His love of his 
children is depicted in a charming scene in which his 
noisy children climb over him to his delight**^ He and 
his wife are described by Fredericks "fhe Musgroves 
are behaving like themselves, most honourably and kindly, 
only anxious with true parental hearts to promote their

TOdaughter*@ comfort*M In his good judgment and apparent
lack of faults, Mr* "Musgrove contrasts both Sir Walter

^Persuasion, p* 1562*
1?Ibid*, p* 1290*
lilbid*, p* 1520*
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Elliot and the usually favonahly^presented Jane Austen 
father*

Mr* Mori and in Mo rt hanger Abbey, like Mr* Mus- 
grove, is not presented fully enough to make his faults 
apparents but they are also concealed by his appearance 
in contrast with General Tilney, who has previously been 
mentioned as a strict and unaffectionate f a t h e r * I n  such 
a contrasting situation, Mr* Moriand appears ideal indeed* 
Mr* Moriand, although never allowed to speak a word in the 
novel, is described as a clergyman with considerable inde
pendence , a mild temperament, and good principles* His 
family is a happy one, full of affection, suggesting the 
family of George Austen as the character of Mr* Moriand, 
indistinct as it is, seems to be derived from Jane 
Austen9:S father* Mr* Morland* s kindness seems the basis 
of his family''s happiness* He pretends ignorance of the 
correspondence between Henry and ©atherine before General 
Tilney consents to their marriage, and he feels that
"nothing, after all, could be more natural than ©atherine1s

on 'being beloved," showing his love for his children and his
value as an ideal father*

Mr* Price, Fanny"s real father in Mansfield Park,

1^See II, B, p* 87*
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contrasts with the excessively.reserved Sir Thomas 
Bertram and is presented in an unfavorable light, but 
not mainly because of a moral defect,, A retired naval 
officer who is devoted to his interest in the navy, Mr» 
Price has the poor manners and language of a man of lower 
class* Yet in deference to Henry Srawford’s superior 
rank, Mr* Price corrects his manners and language so that 
"they were grateful, animated, manly; his expressions

21were those of an attached father, and a sensible man*"
He shows his good sense in his inelegant but correct judg
ment. of the disappearance of Henry and Maria* "If she 
belonged to-me. I ’d give her the rope’s end as long as I
could stand over her* A little flogging for man and woman,

22too, would be the best way of ' prevent ing such things *"
As a disciplinarian of his own children, he is not 
effectual, for he yells commands which are ignored* Yet 
his children, assisted by Sir Thomas, are successful 
largely because of their hardships and the ambition 
engendered by their deprivations * Jane Austen ironically 
shows that wealth does not necessarily produce successful 
men and women but that endurance of adversity often 
encourages success; that a mannerly but misguided father

Mansfield Park, p* 715»
2%M4., p. 738, ' ' v



can do more harm than .an uncouth hut interested one0 
A fei? other fathers should he mentioned here0 

John Knightley may he somewhat gruff at times, but he is 
a devoted and responsible father, as much as we see of him0 
This is also true of Gaptain Earville, who devotes much 
time to making toys and seeing to the comfort of his 
familyo Other Jane Austen fathers who are as successful 
as most of Jane Austen*s favorably-presented fathers are 
Charles Musgrove, who loves his children but is inef
fectual in overcoming his wife1 s indulgence of them; and 
Sir John Middleton, who has his own interests and leaves 
the upbringing of his children to his wife* Both of 
these, as far as we see them, are mannerly men and have 
good principles, but they shirk their responsibilities 
as fatherso This is true in a slightly different way of 
Mr„ Weston in Emma, whose kindness and honor cannot be 
doubted, but who allowed his son to be adopted by people 
he knew to have inferior principles and who thereafter 
took little active interest in his son® More genuinely 
foolish than these usually sensible minor father 
characters is Sir William Imcas, who is so impressed by 
rank instead of correct principles that his daughter, 
who has learned incorrectly from him, marries only for 
security*

• These, then, are the fathers in the novels® Host



of them, though good men, have faults of irresponsibility, 
and out of these grow much of the plot complication^



flie clergymen, like the fathers in Jane Austen1 s 
novels, do not seem to derive from the characters of 
clergymen in previous novels* fhey are not the didactic 
hypocrites exemplified "by Mr* fhmackum in fom Jones, nor 
the innocent, devoted clergy represented "by "Parson Adams 
of Joseph Andrews or Hr* Primrose in fhe Vicar of Wake— 
field* Instead, Jane Austen*s typical good clergymen may 
"be most like her father and her "brothers, James and Henry, 
all of whom she knew to "be conscientious clergymen of 
their time, and who unlike Mr* Ihwaekum, Parson Adams, and 
Mr* Primrose, were primarily good people, and secondarily 
ministers* As a student of human nature, she knew from 
the examples in her family that a good person makes a 
good clergyman, as was the case with her "beloved father 
and brothers, who happened to have chosen the clergy as 
their profession* Conversely, she also knew that foolish 
people, if they choose the ministry, make foolish clergymen* 

During her lifetime, Jane Austen must have been 
conscious of the many abuses committed by unconseientious 
clergymen, among which were those of non-residence and 
plurality of livings*^ While it was true that Ceorge

Edward Watson, fhe Church of England (London,
1944), 2nd ed*, p* 122*
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Austen had two livings, they were only one mile apart and 
were carefully tended by him0 Although many ministers 
bought livings or were presented them as was the custom, 
collected the tithes, and lived well in a city or country 
home, none of Jane Austen's clergymen are guilty of this 
erroro However, other common abuses were those of dis
interest and carelessness of the spiritual and physical

' ' . ' ■ . ■ . , ■' X  , ' ; .welfare of the parishioners» Often little more was done 
by the. clergyman of a parish than to read a sermon on 
Sundayo The poor were neglected while the minister sat

hat home in comfort0
Fortunately, after the French Revolution, the 

status of the clergy improved, partly from the Evangelical 
and Methodist movements and partly as a reaction to the 
atheism of the French revolutionists* As a result, more
sense of responsibility was seen in the clergy, and more

" ' ' FV : 'respect was given to thenu "It was- now assumed that
?all, because they were clergy, were on the same levelc 
A consequence of this was that the humbler clergy de
creased in number through the increasing desire of

^Austen-Leigh, Memoir, p 0.
% --^Raymond Gook, "As Jane Austen Saw the Clergy,11 

ZVIII (April 1961), 41-42=
4Ibido
^Watson, pp0 159-1409 -



members of the wealthier class to enter Holy Orders0" 
However9 the problem of the undedicated clergy- was only 
somewhat alleviated until the results of the Oxford 
Movement j which occurred many years after Jane Austen* s

ry ' *•death*' .
There seems little doubt that Jane Austen was 

conscious of the problems of the clergy of her time, 
and she did not hesitate to make her ironic comments 
on the undedicated minister in her portraits of foolish 
clergymen* Her clergymen seem to be either foolish or 
dedicated* Yet her basis of distinction was primarily 
the character of the individual and only secondarily his 
application to his responsibilities as a minister*
Again, the foolish man was a foolish clergyman; the good 
man a good one, and we see him in social situations 
demonstrating to which group he belongs* She is ruth
less in her ridicule of the foolish clergymen, and she 
is equally explicit in her appraisal of some of her 
dedicated clergymen* Her assumption, however, of the 
good man-good clergyman, foolish man-foolish clergyman . 
principle generally means that she touches lightly upon 
the professions of the good, and the extent of their

& Watson, p* 140*
^Encyclopaedia Brittanica, VIII, p* 471*
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dedication must "be assumed from their characters0 .

A foolish clergyman about whom nothing need be 
inferred is William Oollins of Pride and 'PrejudiceQ The 
heir to the entailed Sennet estate, he arrives at Long- 
bourn to lessen the future loss of the estate by marrying 
one of the Sennet daughterss' After flattering the family 
with his loquacious apologies and sententiousness9 he 
chooses Elizabeth9 who can only be amused by him» His 
proposal of marriage to her is full of inadvertent 
insults and confidence of his success« When she refuses 
him, despite his assurances of the "violence of his

Oaffection,H he is able to court and win another girl in 
three days and feel just as much imaginary affection for 
her<> ■:

A thoroughly ridiculous man, he is "a mixture of
- . - -  ̂ . Qpride and obsequiousness, self-importance and humility,l,y 

and has so little sense that he does not realize the in
congruity of his qualities* As a clergyman he is overly 
impressed with his authority; yet as the recipient of 
patronage he is foolishly demeaning of his position* Mr* 
©ollins claims "the clerical office as equal in point of 
dignity with the highest rank in the kingdom— provided

^Pride and Prejudice, p* 296*
^Ibid., p. 273=



that a proper humility of behaviour is at the same time
maintained,M and audaciously introduces himself to
Darcy, who is insulted "by his presumption,, At the same
time Hr„ Collins discusses nothing with more pleasure

11than the affable condescension of his patroness, Lady 
Catherine de Bourgh, hut his obsequiousness is rendered 
absurd by the snobbishness and haughtiness of Lady 
Catherine which he does' not recognise<, His placing of 
Lady Catherine in such a superior position is not without 
motives since he hopes to have other family benefices be
stowed on him to assure him of an even more comfortable

. n p ' - ’ ' "situation*
. Mr* Collins' idea of his duties as a clergyman 

demonstrate his self-interest* n$he rector of a parish 
has much to do* In the first place, he must make suhh' 
an agreement for tithes as may be beneficial - to himself 
and not offensive to his patron* He must write his own 
sermons; and the time that remains"will not be too much 
for his parish duties, and the care and improvement of 
his dwelling, which he cannot be excused from making as

^^Pride and Prejudice, p* 290,
11 •A possible source of his character is noted as

Arthur Collins, the original compiler of the Peerage* See
Donald Greene, 11 Jane Austen and the Peerage,11 Jane Austen,
ed* Ian Watt (Inglewood Cliffs, Hew Jersey, 19^377 PP®



comfortable as possible0n He is described as detailing 
all the problems of the poor people of the Tillage to 
Lady ©atheriBe^ who scolds them, when he should "be giving 
them aid and interceding for them with her0 Another 
instance of his lack of Christian charity is his recom
mendation that the Sennets:disinherit Lydia and leave 
her to suffer for her sins*

Mr0 ©ollins is never,seen performing the duties 
of his office| instead, he is shown visiting Lady 
Catherine and spending his time at home reading or 
gardeningo He is a foolish clergyman, a man of little 
intelligence and no principle or sense, who has amall 
devotion to his profession and who utilizes most of his 
effort in furthering his material position^,

Philip Elton of Emma is another foolish clergyman0 
Although he. seems to he a mannerly and attractive young 
man in his supposed courtship of Harriet Smith, he reveals 
his ill breeding and lack of sense of decorum by aspiring 
instead to marry Emma and her thirty thousand poundse It 
is Emma, of course, who mistakes his intentions and is 
startled by his proposal of marriage to her* Yet she 
realizes that to "a man of ordinary observation and 
delicacy, like Mr0 Elton,11 her behavior to him seemed

^Pride and Prejudice, pa 2920 
14lmma, p 0 845o .
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eneouragingo It? is precisely these faults of Mr,, Elton, 
his ordinary intelligence and his upbringing in a family 
in thade, which make him unable to realize the social 
decorum of the timeo His position as parish clergyman 
allows him to associate with the best society in town; 
but neither his position nor his family provide the 
equality necessary for marriage with the wealthy gentry0 
He sees that Harriet is below his consideration, but he 
does not realize that Emma is gust as far above his 
station as Harriet is heldw0. He does not hesitate to . 
use his position as a clergyman in the attempt to further 
his financial and social position^ When he does marry, 
it is to a lady of his own rank with-a considerable 
fortuneo His lack of perception permits him to think 
her superior to Emma, a product of his resentment at 
being refused; moreover, he soon adopts his wife's too 
familiar manners and superior attitude, demonstrating 
his newly acquired bad manners by rudely refusing to 
dance with Harriet*

Hr*; Elton's ideas about his profession are un
known* He is described as performing the marriage rites 
and being on his way to visit a poor family when he meets 
Emma and Harriet and turns back* These are the only times 
he is seen performing his duties* He does discuss with 
Emma what can be done to aid the poor family and is said
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>j Hari-iet to "be good to the pdor^^^ Yet the large 
amoumt of time Mro Elton spends at Hartfield in the 
©ompamy of Emma and Harriet does not cause him any alarm 
for the sake of the poor or of his other dutieso He can, 
in fact, he thought to he quite heedless of his profes
sion except in using it to advantage when he is in the 
process of furthering his position# Hor can there he 
anything Christian in his sneering contempt of Harriet 
and Emma for the damage to his eg© caused hy them# His 
lack of courtesy and principle do not make him a satis- - 
factory clergyman9 either in the example he sets or in 
the aid he gives his parishioners#

Dr# §rant of Mansfield Park is another foolish 
clergyman# A minor character whose traits are very 
evident, he contrasts with Edmund Bertram and. gives Mary 
Srawford a reason for opposing the clergy# Dr# Grant is 
a man who loves to eat well and whose temper is dictated 
hy the quality of his dinner# As "a clergyman he is 
faithful in preaching good sermons each Sunday, "but his
curate does the remainder of the work, leaving him to

; 16he indolent and quarrelsome# When a friend's interest 
permits him to move to a more profitable position in.

rEmma, p# 854#
^Mansfield Park, p# 536#



IiondoB, he is glad to go, and, ironicallys he dies of
17apoplexy from thi'ee great dinners in one week* ' ■ ®r„ 

(Brant may he regarded as a selfish man, interested only 
in himself and not in his parishioners»

An example of the dedieated clergyman is Edmmid 
Bertram, who has already been disenssed as a heroa . The 
yonnger son of a wealthy mam, Bdmnnd has had to choose 
a profession to give him an income, yet his devotion to 
the clergy is strong, and he is in agreement with his- 
father on the snhject of residence on his living at 
Thornton Baccyo Of Edmund, Sir Thomas states, "He knows 
that human natmre needs more lessons than a weekly ser
mon can convey; and that if he does not live among his 
parishioners, and prove himself, by constant attention, 
their well-wisher and friend, he does very little either

• - : T O  -for their good or his owno" In discussing the impor
tance of the clergy, Edmund says, "But I cannot call that 
situation nothing which has the charge of all that is of 
the first importance to mankind individually or collect
ively considered, temporally and eternally, which has the 
guardianship of religion and morals, and consequently of 
the manners which result from their influenceoM In

^Mansfield Park, pa 757°
18Ibido, py 619°
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these two speeches it is possible, to fimd Jane Austen's 
own view of the duties of the dedicated clergyman*.

Edmond's high regard for the responsibilities of 
his profession is in keeping with his serioosness and 
indeed with his priggishnessa His steadfast, almost 
sanctimonious, refusal to change his intention of he- 
coming a clergyman, in spite of Mary Crawford's avowal 
that she will not marry one, can he attributed not only 
to his devotion to his-calling hot to his priggishness0 
However much Edmond is.deluded into reversing his prin- . 
ciples for his love of Mary, he does not sway from his 
desire to he come a minister and is ordained*, After his 
marriage to Fanny, he lives at $homton Lacey and soon 
gains the living of Mansfield in addition*. It is assumed 
that Edmond.^ in his residence. at Mansfield, utilises most 
of his time in the service of hoth his parishes and applies 
his good principles and sense to the guidance of his 
people*, ■ -

Edward Ferrars, the hero of Sense and Sensibility 
is another dedicated clergyman*. While he is the elder 
son and needs no profession, his mother's ambitions for 
him make it necessary that he choose a profession to make 
himself famous*. His mother urges him to become a lawyer 
or a military man, hut quiet., retiring Edward. courageously 
opposes her to become a clergyman*, The result is a



stalemate which leaves him "properly idle” with no 
profession* When his mother disinherits him, giving his 
"brother his inheritance, Edward is ordained and moves to 
Beiaford where he and Elinor live happily* Edward, how
ever , makes no statements1 abont his opinion of the 
ministry exeept of his preference for it* As he does 
mot become a ©lergyman mntil the end of the novel, he is 
never seen at his duties* Yet it may be assmmed that Jane 
Austen meant him to be am example of the dedicated clergy
man, for he is mentioned as discharging his duties faith-

Pifully* His desire to be a clergyman and his love for 
Elinor are the only positive resolutions that he has, and 
the former is strong enough for him not to waiver* As 
much.as Edward is a failure as a character, he is also 
indistinct as a clergyman*

Henry filmey of Horthanger Abbey is another hero 
who is a dedicated clergyman* Ehe younger.son of a 
wealthy family, Henry has chosen a profession to give 
himself am occupation although he has no financial needs* 
While he neither looks nor acts like a clergyman, it seems 
clear that Jane Austen meant to portray him as a dedicated 
clergyman* His lively wit, used fittingly to oppose the



p@a?s©B.ali"by of the hero of the Gothic novel, masks Henry’s 
sezionsness which presumahly includes a moral and reli
gious opposition to romantic sentimentality0 His judgment, 
although it is often disguised in humor, is unerring, and 
his interests range from women’s fashioi© to literature and 
from landscape drawing to politicSo^® While Henry could 
easily live at his father's home, he resides in his par
ish a Even during his courtship df ©atherine, he spends 
several, days; week in his duties as a minister^ 
Admittedly much of'• Henry’s excellence as a clergyman must 
he inferred, for he is seen primarily as ©atherine1s 
suitor© But if he is at least partly patterned after

; ; SH • ' .Henry Austen, ■ he may more positively he considered a 
dedicated clergyman© ,

Several other men are mentioned as clergymen in 
the novels© ©harles Hayter in Persuasion is a curate who 
does not have to he in residency and is hoping for a 
curacy nearer home© Soon he gains the curacy he wishes 
which involves his assumption of duties which are 
fatiguing to the aging Hr© Shirley© Dr© Shirley is only 
mentioned as heing a conscientious, hard-working clergy
man© ©harles may he assumed to he a suitable assistant



and a dedicated @mral5e» .■
Ifco HoirlaBd in Mortb.anger Abbey is briefly noted 

as being a clergyman with two livings, who is willing to 
resign one to his son upon his marriage,, His good sense 
and respectability lead to the conclusion that he is a 
dedicated clergyman,, Moreover, if he were modeled after 
George Austen by Jane Austen1s assumption of a good . 
person being a good clergyman, he may be assumed to be a 
fine minister* His son, James, is described as a student 
at ©xford who. plans to be ordained * He remains a student 
throughout the novel, but his good character demonstrates 
his future excellence as a minister,. Since he may have 
been a fictional version of James Austen, James Morland 
would of necessity be a dedicated clergyman*

The clergymen in Jane Austen1s novels are in many 
cases characters who have been otherwise categorized* Yet 
the justification of treating them separately is Jane 
Austen’s intimate knowledge of the clergy and her strong 
consciousness of the errors.of many of them*



Bo Brothers
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The "brothers of Jane Amsten's heroines seem to 
have no apparent literary source s "but there is no doubt, 
that the ideal brother of her fiction had somrees in her 
own affectionate familjo "The family talk had abundance 
of spirit and vivacity, and was never troubled by dis
agreements even in little matters, for it was not their 
habit to dispute or argue with each other; above all, 
there was strong family affection and firm union, never 
to be broken but by death*

The most nearly ideal of Jane Austen1 s fictional 
brothers is William Price,, brother of Banny in Mansfield 
Park* He is described as having "good principles, pro
fessional knowledge, energy, courage and cheerfulness,

peverything that could deserve or promise well*" In 
addition to his confidence in his judgment of navy 
matters is his realistic appraisal of his own family, 
which he contrasts to the genteel Bertrams* "We seem to 
want some of your nice ways and orderliness at my father11 s 
The house is always ip. confusion*"  ̂ When Fanny goes there 
to visit, William sees her distaste for the Pricesf way of

Austen-Leigh, Life and Letters, p* 51*
Mansfield Park* p* 612*

3 Po 696*



living and considerately admonishes, "lake ©are of
fanny, mother^ She is tender, and not used to rough it

/|like the rest of ms„M But although he is. able to see
the difference in "behavior, he is the vietim of his 
upbringing and has the manners of his family0 In the 
presence of the Bertrams he is courteous in a warm, open 
way which is refreshing to them* It is the warmth of his 
brotherly love for Fanny which is his most prominent 
characteristico ‘‘She was the first object of his love, 
but it was a love which his stronger spirits and bolder 
temper made it as natural for him to express as to 
feelo"5

It was fuite natural for Jane Austen to be able 
to portray a warm relationship between brothers and 
sisters, for she was always close in affection to her 
brothersa There seems to be little doubt that she Mhad 
in her mind her brother CEharles— -as he had been twelve
or fourteen years earlier-— when she drew so charming a

■ " ' 6 sketch of a young sailor in William Price,," ©re epi
sode: that she described from life was William giving am 
amber cross to Fanny« ©harles Austen had used some of

^Mansfield Park, p 0 706„ : \
^Ibido 9 Oo 610 o
Austen-Be 1 gh, Life and letters, p e 298Q' ;



his prize money to buy topaz Grosses for Jane am#
7Qassam&ra Austema. $o add to William's reality, lame 

Austen used her knowledge of the navy which she had 
gained from her sailor brothers? she even used names of 
some of S'ramk Austen's ships with his permission^

It seems clear that Jane Austen's ideal fictional 
brother had the finest character, excellent abilities in 
his profession, good judgment, and warm affection for his 
sister, the heroine of the novel= Against this standard 
the other brothers of the novels will be measured,,

James Mori and, the brother of ©atherine in 
3Iorthanger Abbey, is an honorable young man, who is 
studying to become a clergyman at Oxford andeomes to 
lath where ©atherine is visitingG He is described as. 
being "of a very amiable disposition, and sincerely

' Qattached to her0" When he is with the fhorpes, meeting 
her in Bath for the first time, he declares, ''Indeed, 
©atherine, I love you dearlyo" But although James is
honorable himself, he is too credulous to recognize 
scheming in others? for he thinks John $horpe to be as

^Hubback, Bailor Brothers, pp0 91-91»
©hapman, letters, p® 3 1 7 °
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fine as himself, and claims ©f Isabella, '’She has so
much good sense, and is so thoroughly unaffected and

ll -amiableo" Only after he is engaged to her and she
has learned how small is the fortune James will receive,
does he discover her duplicity and the foolishness of
his own gullibility^ James lacks the good judgment of
the ideal brother* :

There seems to be some basis for assuming that
James Borland had a source in James Austen, who was once
also a'student at Oxford, studying for the ministrye
James Austen apparently did not have excellent judgment
in choosing a wife, for his sister complained, "But his
©hat seems all forced, his ©pinions on many points too
much copied;from his Wife’So

A character mho is only a half-brother to the -
heroines is John Bashwood, brother to Elinor and
Marianne of Sense and Sensibility0 He has none of the
characteristips/of the ideal brother, for he is "rather
cold-hearted, and rather selfish"and, it may be added,
rather mercenary0 His rationalisations, abetted and
influenced by his wife, cause him to break his promise to

1 1 Worthanger Abbey, p 6 1086t
ISOhapman, Betters, ps 1810



M s  dying father t© give finaneial aid to his step-
111mother and half-sisters* Being parsimonious $ he is 

impressed "by wealth and bases his Judgments ©£ the 
wealthy on their position* Fortunately for his peaee 
of minds he deludes himself and does not realize his 
dishonor or his bias*

©me of two brothers-in-law in the novels is John 
Knightley9 the husband of Emma Woodh©use*s sisters 
Isabella9 in Emma, and the brother of ©eorge Knightley* 
John is a fines honorable man and a suooessful attorney 
in EondoBd His eorreot Judgment of people allows him to 
love and respeot his brothers but although he is fond of 
Emma3 he sees her faults elearly and ,d©@s not eoneeal his 
observations* His laek of warm feeling for Emma is not a 
defect in his oharaeter? for her shortcomings make her 
undeserving of unqualified affesti©m0 Yet John does have 
two faults$ one of whioh is his strong love of his home 
whidh ©auses him anmiety when he leaves it and ©@©asions 
his s©om of men who enjoy soeiability* Ihe other is 
his poorly controlled temper$ a fault that is harder to 
forgive* He is impatient with the idi©synerasies of Mr* 
Woodhouse and unfeelingly taunts the timid old man over 
a snowstorm* “Another hour or two * s snow ©an hardly make



the a?ead impassable; and we are two carriages; if one is 
"blown over in the "bleak part of the common field there 
will be the other at hando”^^ later he is overcome with
regret 9 and John, "ashamed of his ill-humour, was not all

'is ' : 'kindness and attentions" While John’s faults do not 
detract from his honor, they do affect his judgment of 
sociable men and his consideration of otherso In these 
respects he Is not the ideal brother,,

fhe other brother-in-law is Charles Mmsgrove, 
brother-in-law. of Anne .Elliot in Persuasion0 The eldest 
son of a good family, ©harles is wealthy enough to need 
no professiono However, "he did nothing with much zeal, 
but sport; and his time was otherwise trifled away, with
out benefit from books or anything e l s e e " A  man of 
honor, good manners, and some sense of humor, ©harles has 
ordinary intelligence but good judgment of people*
Instead of emulating his wife’s, snobbish treatment of the 
less wealthy Hayters, ©harles persists in his good opin
ion of the family and visits them often* He realises his 
wife’s weaknesses, but ineffectual in altering them, he 
appeals to Anne to help Mary overcome her hypochondria

1^Emma, p* 859» 
l®Ibid*V n* 845*

. ^^Persuasion,-p* ligf* " " .
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and her over-imdulgenee of the children0 Gharles admires 
Aime hxit has the gracious consideration to show only a 
"brother-in-law1s regard, allowing her to forget that she 
had once refused his marriage proposals Charles cannot 
measure up to the standard of the ideal brother because 
his situation prevents warm feeling toward Anne and 
because he lacks brilliance and ambition*

In addition to the heroines, many male characters 
have brothers ar sisters* In most cases, affection is 
lacking in the relationship; however, a few instances of 
warm feeling should be noted*• Darcy's kind consideration 
of ©eorgiama is that of an older brother, but he is ham
pered by his reserve from displaying his love* George 
Hhightley is as genuinely attached to his brother as John 
is to him* Frederick Wentworth shows fondness for his 
sister Sophia in whom he confides* It is in Henry 
filney's affection for Eleanor and in Henry Crawford's 
for Hary that strong affection of brothers and sisters is 
seen* If, as has been suggested, these two brothers were 
based on Henry Austen, their brotherly love is a reflec
tion of the bond between Henry Austen and his sister Jane* 
Since it is assumed that the portrayal of the ideal 
brother in the novels of Jane Austen was derived from her 
own brothers, deviation from the ideal standard results 
from the necessity of the plot or of showing contrast to 
desirable characters*



I\ She Men of Sense and the Minor ©omio dharacber's

, The remaining male characters in the novels of
Jane Amsten assist in forming the haekgromnd against whieh 
her social dramas are played) "but these characters are 
only of minor importance in the action of the novels® 
Hoi?ever9 the minor characters do not exist without pur
pose, for they universally aid in the plot while they 
contrast or concord with the principal male characters<,
They may "be grouped as men of sense, as minor comic 
characters, or as a combination of "both types®

The typical men of good sense may share that 
quality while varying as to station and refinement of 
manner® They include Edward Gardiner of Pride and 
Prejudice, Mr® Allen of Jforthanger Abbey, Bobert Martin 
of Emma, and ©aphaim Harville and Admiral Sroft of 
Persuasion® Edward Gardiner, the brother of the silly Mrs® 
Bennet, is described as a "sensible, gentlemanlike man,
greatly superior to his sister, as well by mature as

’ 1 ' ' .education®" Although he is in trade, he has superior 
manners and taste as well as intelligence, good judgment, 
and fine principles® It is he who takes charge of the 
search for Bydia and Wickham when Mr® Bennet is too upset 
to be competent® Further after the couple has been



loeateci "by Saareŷ  Hr<, G-ardinea? arranges the wedding, 
endeavors to pay Wickham"s bribe and his debts5 and un
willingly allows Bar©y to'discharge the expanses while 
he himself is credited with the disposition of the matter0 ■ 
When Elizabeth knows the truth about Sarey”s role in the 
marriage 5 Era Gardiner is much relievedo For his kind
ness and good sense and that of his wife, which contrastf; 
with.the Bennets, the Gardiners remain friends of Elizabeth 
and Darcyo The typical man of sense thus has superior 
manners, judgment, sense, and principles (even if he is 
not a country gentleman) <,

Mr0 Allen of Worthanger Abbey, another typical 
man of sense, is owner of large holdings of property,. He

. ■ ■ ■ ■ gis portrayed as "’a sensible, intelligent man,,11 When he 
and his wife take Catherine for a visit in lath, he 
quietly assumes the responsibility of her welfare» As 
soon as Catherine meets Henry Tilney, Mr0 Allen inquires 
about him and is satisfied that he is respectable and 
comes from a good family & Later when Mr0 Allen learns of 
the plan of the Thorpes and Catherine's brother to ride 
in an ©pen carriage to a distant public inn, he expresses 
his disapproval and gives his approbation of Catherine's 
refusal to go„ His guidance is discreet but vital to the



young ©atlienine6 His influenoe, upon his silly wife ©on- 
©enning the ©arniage.nides as in all other situations, 
produoe@ her ©omplete agreement with him0 His adjustment 
to her frivolity of mind again shows his sense, a sense 
whioh is relied upon "by' the equally sensible Hr<, Borland 
in the ©are of his daughter,,

A less genteel young man who fits well the 
pattern of the typieal man of sense is Eohert Martin of 
Emma, the suitor of Harriet Smith0 A prosperous, hard
working farmer with good judgment, sense, and principles, 
he has somewhat less than a gentleman’s manners0 Through 
the influence of Emma, Harriet refuses his marriage pro
posal, believing him to be inferior to herself* Despite 
her rejection of him, Eobert remains faithful in his love 
for Harriet and is later able to win her when she is in 
Dondon, away from Emma’s interference* Under Mr* 
Zhightley’s correct guidance, Emma learns to judge . 
Eobert as a person ”of sense and worth*"^ While he is 
only a member of the yeomanry, he contrasts the two men, 
Philip Elton and Frank Ehurchill, whom Emma chose for 
Harriet, by being superior in character to both of them*

Somewhat more genteel although perhaps of similar 
origin is Captain Harville of Persuasion* He is a

^Emma, p* 1059o
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retired naval officer with gentlemanly manners$ and he 
shews his sense, good judgment, and. prinoiples "by his 
affectionate friendships with Frederick Wentworth and 
Captain Benwicko A devoted husband, Captain Harville 
is sensitive to Captain Berwick's sorrow over the death 
of his fiancee, Captain Harville's sister* In his con
versation with Anne at the Hus grove' s apartment in lath, 
Captain Harville justly wonders at the recent engagement 
of Captain Berwick to Louisa Husgrove* The conversation 
"brings about Anne's assertion that women are able to love 
longer when hope is gone, a claim which precipitates 
Frederick’s reunion with Anne* While Captain Harville 
is similar to Frederick, he contrasts Captain Benwiek*
A possible Source of Captain Harville is Francis Austen, 
who said, "I rather think parts of Captain Harville’s 
character were drawn from myself; at least the descrip
tion of his domestic habits, tastes, and occupations

iLhave a considerable resemblance to mine*"
A man of sense is Admiral Croft in Bersuasion, 

who is actually a blending of the sensible and the comic 
and who, however $ is less genteel than Harville but more 
vigorous* The brother-in-law of Frederick, he is the 
successful, retired officer who rents the Elliot country

' 4 -. - -Hubbaek, "Pen Portraits in lane Austen’s
Hovels,” p* 25o



estate and "brings Fpederiek "bask to the neighborhood* 
Admiral Oroft's manners are not those of a gentleman "but 
are so warm and open that they ©harm Anne* His forth
rightness is demonstrated in his careless hut vigorous 
driving which Anne, much amused, observes is corrected 
by his wife's judicious actions*^ His good sense, judg
ment , and principles are shown by his successful naval 
career, his devotion to his wife, his correct estimate 
of Sir Walter's vanity from the number of his mirrors 
and his surprise that Frederick did not wait in Lyme for 
the recovery of Louisa^ Admiral ©roft is another in
stance of the fine naval men portrayed in this novel, 
although he also shares some of the comic elements of 
the minor comic characters, demonstrating the combination 
which Jane Austen ©hose®

The minor comic characters in Jane Austen's novels 
appear briefly and possess particular humorous character
istics which are reserved to themselveso They may be good 
persons at heart, but they have foibles that make them 
amusing® A typical minor comic character is Sir John 
Middleton, of Sense and Sensibility0 A warm-hearted 
gentleman,‘his fault is that of "total want of talent and

^Persuasion* pp0 1265-1266« 
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taste/1' wMch meGessi"bates Kaving many soeial engage
ments to supplement his meager inner resources0 Aside 
from entertainments5 his only enthusiasm is hunting, and 
since his wife1 s enthusiasm is their children, he, "busies 
himself with his diversions and allows her to indulge the 
children0 His judgment of people can he just as faulty, 
for he thinks Willoughby is a fine person simply because 
he is a sportsman,, Shocked by Willoughbyrs wrongdoing. 
Sir John ignores/him until the seriousness of Harianne1s 
illness is knowhc, Wanting to make Willoughby realize his 
errors, Sir John tells him about Marianne- and is moved by 
Willoughby* s remorse: to re-offer the puppy of a hunting 
dogo The typical minor comic character, then, has less 
than average capacities and judgment« Unchanging and 
oblivious to his faults, he possesses one or two comic 
flaws which render him ridiculous and idiosyncratic in 
Jane Austen ’ a fictional wo rid 0

Another typical minor comic character is Mre. 
Palmer of iense and Sensibility* With a silly wife and 
a silly mother-in-law, he feels himself superior to them 
but unaccountably attempts to gain distinction by im
possible rudeness* He ignores his wife or grossly in
sults her and is just as unkind to others* Yet when he



is host to Elinor and Marianne at his country home, he 
"behaves as a gentleman and is only occasionally rude to 
his wife.e His faults appear as selfishness and conceit„ 
A  lesser version of Mr0 Ealmer is Mrd Hurst of Pride and 
Prejudice, who is seen "briefly as 11 an indolent man, who 
lived only to eat, drink, and play at c a r d s , a n d  who 
ignores Elizabeth when he finds that she prefers plain 
foodo '

A  third minor comic character in iense and 
Sensibility is Robert Ferrars, the brother of Edward»
A fashionable spendthrift, Robert emulates his mother 
in being successively proud and in feeling that Edward 
is inferior* Robert's conceit enables him first to eon~. 
demn Edward heartily for his secret engagement to the 
low-born Inacy Steele and then to submit to her flattery 
and marry her himself* Robert stupidly can see no in
consistency in his actions* "He was.proud of his con
quest, proud of tricking.: Edward,, -and very proud of 
marrying privately without his mother's consent0 
Fortunately for his extravagant habits, he and Lucy are 
able to acquire his mother* s approbation by submissive

8Sense and Sensibility, p* 181* 
^Fride and Prejudice, pp* 250-



flatteajy, thereby sueceeding to affla@ii©e0
Sir William Lucas of Pride and Prejudice accords 

with the typical minor comic character* Having "been a 
tradesman who was suddenly elevated to knightho©d3 Sir 
William is over-impressed with his title and seeks to 
deport himself as he fancies a member of the titled 
nobility should* His courtesy and kindness are grati
fying 3 for he plays the part of the courtier at all times* 
But his obsession with his one presentation at the court 
of St* James demonstrates his ridiculousness* Having no 
concept of the behavior of the nobility3 he is over
whelmed by an invitation to tea from Lady ©atherimeo ”1 
am the less surprised at what has happened » * * from that 
knowledge of what the manners of the great really are? 
which my situation in life has allowed me to acquire*
About the court, such instances of elegant breeding are 

11not uncommon*" When he attends Lady Catherines he is 
speechless with fright over her imposing person and her 
magnificent home* Yet having met Darcy in familiar 
environs 5 he is unawed by him and mentions that he hopes 
to meet him at St* James,*

Mr* James Bushworth of Mansfield Park, the 
wealthy fianei of Maria Bertram, is comically revealed 
as 11 an inferior young man, as ignorant in business as in 
books, with opinions in general unfixed, and without

11Pride and Prejudice, p* 517a



seeming aware of it himself0" Ineffectual in keeping
Maria's interest9 his only recourse in the flirtation 
"between Maria and Henry ©rawford is to make a few slight
ing remarks about Henry's appearance^ With a mind un
suited for anything but trivia, Mr* Eushworth sees Maria's 
interest in Henry and her dislike for himself? but is too 
unintelligent to recognize the obvious consequences of 
his marriage to Mari a <> Stupidly he marries Maria, who 
is hurt by Henry's disregarding her, and has to suffer 
the humiliation and notoriety of the abductiona

A character who is not quite the typical minor 
comic character is John Yates of Mansfield Hark, for he 
is not totally a victim of his own foibles0 A wealthy 
young man of fashion, John arrives at Mansfield as the 
proponent of the famous theatrical«,■ The play he urges 
is too unrestrained for home presentation, but John does 
not perceive that facto Hor"does he realise the danger 
of the flirtation of Henry and Maria, for he is absorbed 
in his own role in the play. Indeed his error is that 
of lack of perception when it is most neededo When Sir 
Thomas returns home after a long trip to Antigua, John 
does not see that the theatrical must ends He does not 
even feel that he should leave the Bertram family alone

"̂ Mansfield lark,'p® 589o



on the first evening of Sin Thomase homeeomingc ■ After a
smdden meeting 'with Sin Ihoffias in the theaten, John,
"without disoennment to oateh Sin Thomas8 s meaning, on
diffidence, on delicacy, on"discretion enough to allow

1%him to lead the discourse," reveals the complete his
tory of the theatrical while the others inwardly cringe0 
His insensitivity differs from that of the typical minor 
comic character, for he perceives his error enough to 
wish to change his ways after his elopement with Julia 
Bertram0

Tom Bertram of Mansfield Park, the elder son of 
the Mansfield family, somewhat resembles his friend John 
Yates, though Tom is presumably coarser and more pro
fligate 0 Having chosen wealthy and heedless friends,
Tom is extravagant, selfish, and thoughtlesso He is 
unabashed over the loss of the Mansfield living to Edmund 
as it has been sold to pay for Tom's profligacy* There 
is comedy only in Tom's inability to see the natural 
future consequences of his willfulness0 When his friend, 
John Yates, talks of a theatrical, it is Tom who sponsors 
the one at Mansfield and opposes Edmund's judgment that 
it is improper* • Eater when Tom is seriously ill and Maria 
has eloped with Henry, Tom realizes his responsibility

^^MansfieId Park, p* $80*



for the situatiom since it arose from the intimacy per
mitted hy the dramatic performanceo He, somewhat like 
Tates, reforms and becomes “useful to his father, steady

"l /iand quiet, and not merel^ living for himself»11 Yet his 
reform is the rather ordinary one of the profligate son 
whoafter "sowing his wild oats“ eventually grows up to 
take his responsibilities in accord with the good principles 
he Teamed as a chi Ids In having flaws that are less than 
humorous and in his change of character, lorn is not 
typical of the minor comic character«,

Borne of the minor male characters in Jane Austen6 s 
novels contain characteristics both of men of sense and 
minor comic characters in varying combinations. The most 
sensible of this group is Bolonel Fitzwilliam of Pride and 
Prejudicea The nephew of bady Catherine de Bourgh and 
cousin to Darcy, ©olonel Fitzwilliam is the younger son 
of an earl and possesses a pleasant personalityj charming 
manners, and a good mind<, His good sense gives way to 
prudent self-interest when he explains to Elizabeth that 
his attraction to her must go no further since he is 
obliged to choose a wealthy woman to assure him of

T_C "suitable financial status0 y Because of his attraction

, •Mansfield Park, p e 752o
Pride and Prejudice, p. 34-1*



to Elizabeth, he is im&isereet ia telling her of Barey’s 
part im separating Singley and Jane, which allows 
Elizabeth a strong argument in her spirited refusal of 
Baroy' s. marriage proposal* normally a sensible man, 
©olonel Eitzwilliam shows his eomie parts in his weak
nesses— of prudent self-interest (as opposed to the idea 
of marriage for love approved by Jane Austen) and in
discretion in giving away confidences, something which 
his creator disapproved*

The character of this group that is next in 
sense is Mr* Weston of Emma* The husband of Emma's 
former governess, he is a man of fine character, good 
manners, and a cheerful and sociable disposition* Bong 
ago widowed, Mr* Weston had allowed his wife’s brother and 
his wife to assume the upbringing and care of his son, 
now named Frank ©hurehill* Being an incurable optimist, 
Mr* Weston has met his son once a year for a short visit 
and has seen only good in him* As a result, Mr* Weston 
has not taken any responsibility in Frank’s development* 
Aside from his irresponsibility toward his son is his 
foolish sociability which allows him to invite his 
guests to remain at his home overnight although he has 
not enough room for them and to ask confidentially not .

*1 z r

, , Austen-Beigh, Bife and Betters, p* 34-2*



.g'Est- a few people but carriages full of them for the 
early approval of his accommodations at the Grown Inn 
hallo Moreover, he is unable to keep a secret for 
wanting his friends to share his knowledgeo This quality 
may have been modelled on Henry Austen, s inability to 
preserve the secret of his sister”s authorship of Pride 
and Prejudice0 "What does he do in the warmth of his 
Brotherly vanity Sb Love 9 but immediately tell them who
wrote it! A Thing once set going in that way— one knows
how it spreads!— and he, dear ©reature, has set it going 
so much more than once* I know it is all done from 
affection & partiality011 The creation of Mr0 Weston 
was affectionate, for he'is additionally depicted as 
being warm-hearted, kind, and considerate at all times* 
Mainly, he is a sensible man with only a few comic
traits* ' '. ■

Frederick Tilney of Eorthanger Abbey is portrayed 
as a character with some sense* His appearance in the 
novel is as a dashing soldier on leave* ■ The handsome 
older brother of Henry, Frederick upon his arrival in 
Bath Captures the interest and attentions of Isabella 
Thorpe, whom he knows to be engaged to ©atherine1s 
brother Lames* Alienating the engaged couple, Frederick

• ©hapman, Letters* p * $40*



attends Isabella constantly until Me suddenly turns to 
ano ther girl a While his actions are not seen in the 
novel9 they are subject to much speculations Henry’s
judgment of his brother is that he is vain enough to
have courted Isabella to cause mischief and that he was

' ' ' ’ . 18 aware of Isabella’s qualities and treated her accordinglyo.
Frederick's apparent attraction to Isabella is comic in
its blindness, but his clarity in judging her demonstrates
his good senseo

■ ©aptain Berwick of Persuasion is the least
sensible of the characters in this group0 A capable
naval officer, he is a fine person with pleasant manners»
Hpving had the misfortune to have lost his fianede, he
has abandoned himself to popular sentimental melancholy
rather than seeking to/accept the loss* By reading
poetry which deals with love and grief, ©aptaim Berwick
has cultivated and strengthened his feelings rather than
lessened them0 He is depicted as being humanly grateful
lor interest shown in him by/Anne, and while he has
"little faith in the efficacy of any books on grief like
his,"^  he is willing to turn to prose to fortify him in
his situation. His sudden engagement to Louisa Musgrove
provides comedy, for his attachment to her after his ■

Persuasion, p
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protestations of his grief is im©ongraoms« However, 
his need for sympathy and Iionisa* s need for attention 
during her convalescence make their engagement more 
plausible«,

The characters who combine the qualities of 
both the men of sense and the minor comic characters 
appear to have the approval of their creator in pro
portion to the amount of sense they exhibit= Thus 
Oolonel Hitzwilliam and Mra Weston perhaps are most 
favorably presented* Moreover, they seem perhaps to 
have more verisimilitude than those characters who 
belong only to one or the other group* This is probably 
because those minor characters who are only men of sense 
or minor comic characters are too one dimensional to have 
much reality.

5



GONGLUSIC®

The maseuliiLe eoneept in the novels of 3’ane 
Ansten, like her own ideas , about men, seems to he based 
on the approved manners and moral attitudes for. men of 
her own elass0 The concept also has some general literary 
sourees and some particular biographical ones 3 as have 
the members of the categories o' Jane Austen1 s views, 
embodied in varying degrees in her heroines, are re
flected in the correct behavior of her heroes, her men 
of sense, and a few of her brothers& The other male 
characters are ridiculed for their lack of correct prin
ciples, their incongruous deportment, or their dishonor
able acts on the basis of what was genteelly correct for 
mene Their categorisation assists in detezmining the 
distinctions she made between the approved and disapproved 
male charactersd

While Jane Austen's fictional world may seem on 
the surface to be a limited one embodying a static society, 
closer examination, as has been done in this study, re
veals this small, genteel world to be a microcosm heavily 
populated by the foolish and the morally defective; only 
a few characters escape her scathing criticism when held 
up to her standard, which is usually theirs also, of

■: m o
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eorreet„ genteel behavibr £ © 3 ?  m@n0 All of her male 
©liaraeljea?© of any importance have defects, even, those 
most approved "by her„ The best of her male characters 
are allowed to recognise their faults and to attempt 
restitution or to alter themselves slightly; but there 
are no miraculous transformations, no sudden conversions 
of faults into virtueSo. Her fools and moral defectives 
go on oblivious of their errors or suffer the conse
quences of serious divergence from her strict moral code* 

Jane Austen seems to present her characters as 
human beings created with natural defects^ The conse
quences of these defects give amusement to those who have 
the gift to recognize their faults. The male characters 
were ridiculed no more than were the feminine characters, 
for the heroines themselves were given comic faults.
Jane Austen's concept of men was not that of a militant 
feminist, then, but one that fitted with a general comic, 
satiric view which saw all people as endowed with amusing 
foibles® For Jane Austen all those who are not genuinely 
foolish or morally defective show their superiority by 
trying to resist their foibles with the help of rational, 
genteel morality and behavior®
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